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FADE IN:

EXT. KANSAS - HIGHWAY - DAY

A station wagon is the only car on a single-lane highway that 
runs through rolling wheat fields. From the rear window peers 
out the big eyes of WILBUR, a large lovable St. Bernard.

Next to him, WALDO jumps up and down to see out the window.  
Waldo is an energetic and accident prone Chihuahua.

The car quickly stops at a three-way intersection. Waldo, mid-
jump, slams head first into the rear window and slides slowly 
down out of view. Wilbur, unmoved, glances at him.

CUT TO:

INT. KANSAS - WELBY’S STATION WAGON - CONTINUOUS

In the driver’s seat is WALTER WELBY, father and inventor - 
in a white lab coat and lucky T-shirt. He is balding, with a 
patch of brown hair that sticks straight up. He wears glasses 
low on his nose, often looking over them.

Next to him is his wife, WYNONNA WELBY, in a woman’s  
business suit, shoulder length blonde hair in a bun and blue 
eyes.

In the back seat is WILLIE WELBY, 8, his hair is brown and so 
are his eyes. He wears large glasses and has a sweet smile. 
He wears a turquoise T-shirt, dark blue shorts, red tennis 
shoes with red and white socks.

Seated next to him is WANDA WELBY, 11, in a purple T-shirt 
and jeans. She has big blue eyes and her blonde hair is in 
braided pigtails. Two headphones are in her ears, the cord 
wrapped up and braided into her hair.  It is plugged into a 
micro-music player attached to her hair band.

Walter scratches his head.

WALTER
That’s odd. The road just ends.

WYNONNA
Darling, we have to make a choice.

The Welbys, and dogs turn their heads to see a sign that 
says: “Wichita - detour”, arrow points right.  They all turn 
to another sign that points left that says “Emerald City”. 

WALTER
Emerald City! Let's go there!!

(CONTINUED)



WYNONNA
Yes dear, but the letter says Other 
Wichita. I’m quite sure Emerald 
City is not in Kansas anymore.

WANDA
Did you forget the directions, dad?

WILLIE
No. Dad never forgets anything!

WANDA
As if.

WYNONNA
Wanda Wendy Welby! Watch your tone.

Wynonna notices the headphones stuck in Wanda’s ears.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
Do those things always have to be 
in your ears?

WALTER
Actually, I custom fit them to her 
ears and equipped them with a two-
way sound enhancer.

WILLIE
Wow! Can you make me a pair?

WALTER
Sure Will, as soon as I find the 
solvent recipe.

Wynonna looks at Walter with concern.

WYNONNA
The solvent recipe? Walter? Please 
don’t tell me those things will 
never come out of my baby’s ears?

WALTER
Okay Wynonna, I won’t.

WYNONNA
Oh, Walter.

WANDA
Whatever, mom, I love ‘em! They’re 
totally cool.

Wanda smiles lovingly at Walter. Walter winks back at her.

2.

CONTINUED:

(CONTINUED)



WALTER
You know, your daughter has quite 
the singing voice.

WYNONNA
(sarcastic)

Really. I hadn’t noticed.

WILLIE
I like to sing too.

Willie starts to sing, badly out of tune.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
“Somewhere over the rainbow...”

Walter, Wynonna and Wanda make a painful face and the dogs 
lay down and cover their ears with their paws.

WALTER
Okay team. Which way we going?

WILLIE
Dad!

WANDA
Dad!

Wilbur and Waldo bark.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Wichita detour it is!

CUT TO:

EXT. KANSAS - HIGHWAY - CONTINUOUS

The car makes a sharp left turn toward Emerald City, then 
suddenly corrects to the right, still on the dirt road toward 
Other Wichita. Waldo jumps up and down at the back window.

As the car drives out of sight, a wind picks up and a small 
yellow warning sign drops from behind the “Wichita - detour” 
road sign. It has a large tornado on it.

WANDA (V.O.)
I told you we made a wrong turn at 
New Jersey!

The car disappears into a dark storm cloud. 

A Black SUV slowly and mysteriously pulls up to the 
intersection, then turns and follows the Welbys. 
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As it pulls away two dogs stare out the rear window - GERMIE, 
a fierce and imposing German shepherd and PUGSY MALONE a 
small sinister looking pug.

CUT TO:

INT. KANSAS - WELBY’S STATION WAGON - MOMENTS LATER

Wynonna looks up at clouds, with a concerned look. Wanda 
sings and Willie types on a laptop computer.

WYNONNA
Walter? Doesn’t it seem a bit dark 
ahead?

Walter glances over his glasses at the dark cloud.

WALTER
It does. Wow! How lucky is that?

WYNONNA
Walter, sometimes you scare me.

WALTER
Why thank you, Wynonna. Sometimes 
you scare me too.

He looks at Wynonna, who’s getting irritated.

WALTER (CONT’D)
In a good way, of course.

Walter clears his throat and goes back to driving.

WALTER (CONT’D)
It’s just a good thing I installed 
the Welby We-mo on the car, in case 
we ran into bad weather.

Walter slowly points his finger towards a large green button.

WYNONNA
Nooooooooo!

WANDA
Nooooooooo!

Walter’s finger makes contact and the green button turns red. 
Lights start flashing from everywhere inside the car. 

Waldo ducks under the seat to hide. The headphones drop out 
of Wanda’s ears and then Willie closes his laptop computer.  
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They all stare, as a huge dark cloud dramatically forms into 
a gigantic funnel cloud directly in front of the Welby’s car.

WYNONNA
Walter, what does We-mo stand for?

WALTER
That would be Weather Modifier, 
dear.

WYNONNA
Oh, Walter!

WANDA
Dad? You tested it didn’t you?

WALTER
Not exactly. With the explosion in 
the lab and the excitement of the 
sweepstakes, I didn’t have time.

The carload looks at Walter.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Don’t worry team Welby! I'll uh..

He pushes the button a lot, the red light brighter each time.

WALTER (CONT’D)
... Turn it off!

The monster tornado approaches.  Walter, Wynonna, Wanda and 
Waldo all look up in fear.  Willie and Wilber both swallow.

EXT. KANSAS - HIGHWAY - CONTINUOUS

The twister moves in and sucks up the Welby’s station wagon. 
The car spins around as it rises up in the tornado. Behind 
the Welby’s car the black SUV is also swallowed.

CUT TO:

INT. KANSAS - WELBY’S STATION WAGON - CONTINUOUS

Willie hugs Wilbur’s neck and pulls him close.

WILLIE
I’ll hold on to you no matter what, 
boy. I promise I won’t let anything 
happen to you, ever.

Willie buries his face into Wilbur’s neck.
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WILBUR (V.O.)
Don’t worry about little Willie and 
the Welbys. You see, the Welbys are 
exactly where they’re supposed to 
be. But a few days ago things were 
very different for the family.

Waldo slowly flies in the air past Wilbur, who sits 
unaffected.  Wilbur clears his throat.

The loud suction noise of the tornado fills the air and then 
transitions into the opening theme music.

CUT TO:

SUPERIMPOSE TITLE: “IT’S A DOG’S WORLD”

Waldo drifts past the title in slow motion.

EXT. NEW YORK - STREET - AFTERNOON

A school bus drives through New York City streets on a nice 
day. Rowdy children hang their hands and heads out of the 
windows. The bus passes through a busy intersection, which 
Wilbur, despite his size, gracefully navigates.

Waldo attempts to navigate the intersection, but cars skid 
and crash as they swerve to miss him. He runs smack into the 
fender of a checkered taxi cab. The cab driver honks and 
yells, in a heavy accent, out of his window at Waldo.

CAB DRIVER
Hey get outta the road you crazy 
chichi... wa... Wa... chi... chi... 
chonga, darn dog!

A HISPANIC MAN in the back of the cab looks at his watch.

HISPANIC MAN
Aye Chihuahua. I’m gonna be late!

Waldo gets up and scurries after Wilbur.

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - WELBY’S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

The school bus comes to a sliding stop at the corner of a row 
of Brownstones. Kids begin to exit the bus and run happily 
toward their homes.  Wilbur barks as the bus doors open.

WILBUR (V.O.)
That’s me...
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Waldo runs and skids to a stop. He crashes into Wilbur’s leg.

WILBUR
... That’s Waldo...

Willie is on the steps of the bus and Wilbur wags his tail.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
... And here comes Willie.

WILLIE
Hey Wilbur. How are you, boy?

WILBUR (V.O.)
Willie’s my best friend - he’s a 
special boy.

On the steps of bus behind Willie stand two NAUGHTY BOYS.  
Waldo runs up Wilbur’s back and onto his head, slips and 
falls off. Willie laughs.

NAUGHTY BOY #1
Hurry up Weird Willie Welby. Your 
little doggie friends are waiting!

NAUGHTY BOY #2
Yeah, they’re his only friends.

The naughty boys laugh and Willie’s smile turns into a frown. 
As Willie steps out of the bus, NAUGHTY BOY #1 pushes him. 
Willie takes a tumble out of the bus door and falls onto the 
sidewalk at the foot of Wanda, who is walking home.

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The naughty boys jump off the bus and laughs.

NAUGHTY BOY #1
Ha, ha, ha. Walk much, Willie?

NAUGHTY BOY #2
You’re not gonna cwry, are ya W... 
W... W... Willie?

Willie puts his head down and fights back tears. His pants 
are torn and his knee bleeds.  Wanda confronts the boys.

WANDA
Why don’t you pick on someone your 
own size! Come on, Willie.
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She helps Willie to his feet.  The naughty boys continue 
laughing and then stop as they hear a growl behind them.

NAUGHTY BOY #2
Uh, what should we do now?

WANDA
Duh? Maybe you should run!

Wilbur and Waldo chase the boys down the street and then turn 
back to walk home with Willie and Wanda.  Wanda helps Willie 
up and brushes him off.

WANDA (CONT’D)
Seriously, Willie, you’re always 
getting yourself into trouble.

WILLIE
Good boy, Wilbur.

Wilbur smiles and gives him a bark.

WILBUR (V.O.)
And he was always getting into 
trouble. Not because he was bad, 
but because he was different. He 
has a condition called autism.

Willie walks up the stairs of the Welby’s brownstone. He 
passes Wilbur and pats him on the head.

WILBUR
Sometimes kids tease him and call 
him hurtful names like “Auti”. But 
they don’t know Willie like I do. 
If they did, they would know he 
wants everyone to think of him as a 
normal eight-year-old boy.

Wilbur smiles.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
Willie's mind works like a 
computer. He’s brilliant, but he 
lacks confidence and sometimes 
needs a little help.

Wanda heads up the stairs, followed by Wilbur. Waldo follows 
Wilbur, carrying Willie’s backpack.  Willie opens the door to 
the house and walks through, followed by Wanda and Wilbur. 
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The door swings closed and Waldo walks smack into it. He gets 
up and scratches on the door. Wanda opens it and lets him in.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

CUT TO:

Eyes of STEVE SMITH, the Welby’s new neighbor, are seen 
through binoculars. His face is pock-marked and his teeth 
yellow. He chews on a toothpick as the view switches to the 
Welby’s house.

Steve adjusts a dial on an instrument that directs a room 
full of satellite dishes, all pointed toward the Welby house.  
Pugsy Malone's eyes follow the satellite dishes as they turn.

BRIDGETTE, Steve’s wife, an Italian woman with long hair, and 
a short dress and heels, stands behind him. She pets Germie.

BRIDGETTE
What is it, Steve? What’s 
happening?

STEVE
Just those weird kids coming home 
from school with the annoying dogs.

BRIDGETTE
You sure this is the right family?

STEVE
I’m sure, cupcake. Don’t worry, the 
lady in pink’s gonna show.

Bridgette smiles and pats Steve’s head with her other hand.

STEVE (CONT’D)
Stop petting me.

She stops.

BRIDGETTE
Sorry.

She continues to pet Germie. Germie smiles at Pugsy Malone.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Willie takes his backpack from Waldo and hangs it up.
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WILLIE
Muchas gracias, Waldo!

Walter comes rushing down the attic stairs with a glass. 

WALTER
You’re home! Try my new invention.

Inside Walter's glass is a green glowing liquid.  It bubbles 
and puts off smoke. Willie is excited, Wanda is not.

WILLIE
What is it, dad?

Walter displays the glass proudly.

WALTER
I call it my "Make All Your Dreams 
Come True" ... Uh, potion.

WANDA
Whatever.

WILLIE
Can I try it?

WALTER
It’s all natural. Give it a try.

He hands it to Willie.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Let’s keep this a secret though. 
Don’t tell your mother. You know 
how she reacted the last time.

WANDA
You mean the Welby Wonder Hair 
Treatment System?

WALTER
All-in-one shampoo and conditioner 
plus hair gel!

WANDA
Oh yeah, that turned my hair green.

WILLIE
And it stood up for a week!

WALTER
A slight miscalculation.
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Willie grabs the glass and takes a sip from it, makes a sour 
face and hands it Wanda.

WANDA
I don’t think so.

She sets the glass on a table.  Walter stares at Willie.

WILLIE
Sorry, dad.

WALTER
I’ll keep working on it. 

Walter heads up to the attic, talking to himself.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Maybe too much Bicarbonate of 
Alfalfa Sprout.

WILBUR (V.O.)
Walter has yet to make an invention 
that works. Still the old chap 
carries on. You have to admire the 
determination.

Waldo jumps up on the table, takes a lick out of the glass 
and knocks it off the table. It spills onto the ground. 
Wilbur sniffs at the liquid, tastes it and drinks a little 
more. Waldo jumps off the table and joins him.  The doorbell 
rings and Wanda rushes to the door.

WANDA
I’ll get it. I tried out for the 
lead role in "Annie Put Down Your 
Gun" at school. They’re supposed to 
announce the parts today!

Wanda opens the door to BLABS MCCLANNOHAN, a short girl with 
curly red hair sho holds a newspaper with headline: “JENNY 
LEE GETS LEAD PART IN ANNIE PUT DOWN YOUR GUN”

BLABS
O-M-G. I am soooooo sorry, Wanda. 
Did you hear? Jenny Lee got the 
part? I def think you had it, you 
were so right on, you're all like,

(mocking Wanda’s voice)
“Drop your gun” and she’s like...

Wanda grabs the newspaper from Blab’s and slams the door.

11.
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WANDA
Could today get any worse?

She stares at the newspaper and quietly walks up the stairs.

WILBUR (V.O.)
That’s Wanda. She’s eleven, going 
on sixteen. She has a song in her 
heart and almost the voice to 
match.

Wynonna walks through the front door with her briefcase.

WILLIE
Mom! You’re home early!

Wynonna sets down the briefcase and hugs an excited Willie.

WYNONNA
How’s Willie the Wonder Boy today?

WILLIE
Dad made a potion and I drank some.

WYNONNA
That’s nice, where’s your father?

WANDA
Good job big mouth.  You okay mom?

Willie motions to the attic stairs.  Wynonna walks up the 
stairs to the lab.  Wanda and Willie follow. Wilbur and Waldo 
follow and crouch at the lab door.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - ATTIC LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

The attic is a wide space, cluttered with experiments. Walter 
works at a table on a device. He looks up at Wynonna.

WALTER
Wynonna! I’ve got a surprise!!

He opens his arms proudly toward a machine on the table.

WALTER (CONT’D)
...I call it “Dancing Fireworks.”

Wynonna looks at the device skeptically.

WYNONNA
Have you tested it?
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WALTER
No, but in theory it should work.

He flips a switch, nothing happens. He grabs his chin.

WYNONNA
Maybe if you plugged it in?

WALTER
Oh, right. You're so smart.

He plugs in the device.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - STAIRWAY OUTSIDE LAB - 
CONTINUOUS

Willie and Wanda sit and listen outside the lab door. Wilbur 
sits with Waldo perched on top of his head.  An explosion 
rocks the house. Waldo is knocked off Wilbur’s head and falls 
backward down the stairs, step by step.  Willie and Wanda 
stand up and cautiously open the lab door.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - ATTIC LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

Walter hold the end of the power cord now attached to 
nothing. His face is black, smoke rises from his bald head. 
Wynonna’s face is also black, her hair stands on end.

Walter looks up at the empty hole in the ceiling. Tiles fall 
from the ceiling, as a couple of angry pigeons circle and 
squawk.

A bird’s nest, with three eggs in it, dangles by a thread 
from the hole in the ceiling and then falls on top of 
Wynonna’s head. The eggs start to crack and three baby 
pigeons emerge.  Walter looks at Wynonna and smiles.

WALTER
That’s adorable.

Wynonna scowls.

WALTER (CONT’D)
In a cute way.

He smiles and Wynonna starts to cry.

WYNONNA
Oh Walter, what are we going to do?

13.
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Walter walks over to Wynonna and hugs her.

WALTER
There, there dear. This is just a 
bump in the road.

Wanda and Willie hug their parents. Wilbur and Waldo join in.

WALTER (CONT’D)
We’re Welby’s, right gang?

Willie and Wanda in unison.

WILLIE
Right dad.

WANDA
Right dad.

Walter jumps back.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Maybe if I cross-polarized the 
ionization chamber.

Wynonna slumps down on a crate.  Wanda grabs the bird’s nest 
off of her mom's head and Willie gives his mom an extra hug. 
Both kids run out of the lab.

WYNONNA
Walter, I lost my job today.

Walter’s doesn't listen to her as he think of his invention.

WALTER
Great, Hun.

WYNONNA
Walter! I lost my job!

Walter stops, turns and looks at Wynonna over his glasses.

WALTER
Do you know where you put it last?

WYNONNA
I was laid off, fired! The 
Internet’s taken over travel.  They 
don’t need agents like me anymore.

Walter walks over and sits down next to Wynonna.

WALTER
I’m sorry, if I had known this 
would happen, I wouldn’t have 
invented the Internet.

14.
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Wynonna gives Walter an odd look.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Why do you think it’s called WWW?
Anyway, all’s not lost, I’ll just 
sell one of my inventions.

Wynonna walks out of the room, and Walter sits on the crate.

WYNONNA
WWW, that’s funny.

Walter jumps up.

WALTER
Back to work.

There is lightning and rain. Walter pushes a button on a 
nearby machine and a huge umbrella pops up over him. He 
smiles until the umbrella inverts itself.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Oh, poop.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Steve chews on his toothpick and grins at the Welby’s house.

STEVE
What a fool. He just blew the roof 
off of his house.

BRIDGETTE
Let me see! Is it messy?

Bridgette reaches for Steve’s binoculars.

STEVE
Not now, I have to keep a watch out 
for the lady in pink. 

Germie and Pugsy snicker.

BRIDGETTE
And then I get my dream house?

STEVE
Sure, toots. Anything you want.

BRIDGETTE
And why is she so important?

15.
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STEVE
She shows up every time, right 
before they win the sweepstakes.

BRIDGETTE
And all the people on that list won 
a new house?

She points to a handwritten list sitting on the table.

STEVE
Yes, and the Welby’s are next.

Steve picks up and looks though binoculars.  He gets excited.

STEVE (CONT’D)
There she is, the lady in pink.

Bridgette rushes to the window and sees MADGE PINKERTON, a 
woman in her 50’s, in all pink. Madge has big hair with a 
bright pink bow tied to it and carries a pink umbrella.  She 
walks up to the Welby’s house, slips a large yellow envelope 
into the mail slot and then hurries away.

STEVE (CONT’D)
There! The mail is in the slot.

Steve rushes out the door, whistling confidently, as 
Bridgette takes the binoculars and watches out the window.

BRIDGETTE
(sarcastic)

Careful, Steve, they look 
dangerous.

Germie and Pugsy start to snicker along with Bridgette.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Steve’s arm hangs through the mail slot, as his hand feels 
around for the envelope which lays on an area rug. Waldo and 
Wilbur walk near the door, sniff at Steve’s hand and start to 
growl.

Steve feels the edge of the rug and pulls it. Waldo, on the 
rug, flies up and does a double flip before he lands back on 
the floor. The envelope flies in the air and Wilbur catches 
it in his mouth. The rug disappears through the mail slot.

WILLIE
What is it, boy?

16.
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Willie takes the envelope from Wilbur.  Wanda grabs the 
envelope out of Willies hand.

WANDA
I’d better read it.

Waldo walks away from the door and growls at the mail slot.  
Willie kneels down and pushes open the mail slot to look 
through it. Wilbur looks through it, next to Willie, when 
suddenly, Steve’s face appears in the opening. He has the 
area rug draped over his head and he speaks like an old lady.

STEVE
You like to buy some apples?

Wilbur growls.

WILLIE
Nope.

Willie lets go of the mail slot cover and it hits Steve in 
the face. Steve, on his knees falls back.  Willie and Wilbur 
walk into the room Wanda is in, as does Wynonna.

WYNONNA
What’ya have there?

Wanda puts the letter behind her back and shows it to mom.

WANDA
Just an envelope. Can I open it?

Wynonna shrugs her shoulders.

WYNONNA
Sure. I don’t see why not.

WANDA
Cool!

Wanda pulls the letter from behind her back and reads aloud.

WANDA (CONT’D)
You may be already be a winner. 
Enter the “Change Your Life 
Sweepstakes” for a chance to win 
everything you’ve ever dreamed of!

WILLIE
(excited)

Can we? Can we give it a Welby try?

Wynonna shrugs her shoulders and goes on with her business.
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WYNONNA
I suppose you can always try. What 
do we have to lose?

WANDA
Here brainiac. Knock yourself out.

Wanda hands the envelope to Willie and walks out of the room.

WILBUR (V.O.)
Contests and kids are a magical 
combination and if anyone ever 
deserved a chance at seeing their 
dreams come true it was the 
Welby's... Willie being their 
secret weapon of course.

Willie excitedly reads the letter, Wilbur by his side.

WILLIE
We can win cash and a dream house, 
but the deadline is midnight.

Wilbur barks. Willie pulls the entry form from the envelope.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
And you can enter as many times as 
you want!  Piece of cake Wilbur. 
Come on, I’ve got an idea.

They run off to Willie’s room.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - WILLIE’S ROOM - LATER

Willie sits at his desk with his laptop and begins to type. 

WILLIE
Prize patrol dot com.

He continues typing.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
I just have to write a formula... 
there, we're in!

He types more frantically.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
... Twelve million, three hundred 
and forty one times before 
midnight.
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He hits the enter key and smiles at Wilbur, who yawns. Wanda 
calls from downstairs.

WYNONNA (O.S.)
Dinner’s ready!

Willie pets Wilbur then Waldo at the bottom of Willie's bed.

WILLIE
Go to sleep. I’ll bring leftovers.

Willie runs out the room. Wilbur and Waldo sleep and twitch.

CUT TO:

BEGIN DREAM SEQUENCE 

EXT. DOG WORLD - STREET - NIGHT

Wilbur’s POV

Wilbur sees GREAT DAME, a sleek black Great Dane with long 
uncropped ears and stands like a human. She wears a long 
purple jacket over her shoulders and a diamond necklace.

GREAT DAME
Isn’t it fabulous!

She starts to twirl and the necklace sparkles brightly.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
What’ll it be, Wilbur?

She runs into a dark room that suddenly turns to a very cold 
exterior, her face is freezing.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
Trust me, Wilbur. Please trust me.

She laughs, then drops her coat and runs through a field.

END DREAM SEQUENCE.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - WILLIE’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur sleeps with a wide smile on his face.
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WILBUR (V.O.)
I love dreams. They can take you to 
where you’ve never been or to where 
you already were.

CUT TO:

BEGIN DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. MEXICAN KITCHEN - DAY

Waldo’s mother, a CHIHUAHUA, lies with FOUR PUPPIES, feeding 
from her. Waldo is the runt at the end who gets pushed out by 
the others. He searches around for a nipple to suck on.  A 
LATINO WOMAN sweeps the floor around the dogs.

LATINO WOMAN (V.O.)
(in Spanish)

You dogs are a lot of work for 
momma, but you’re my little babies.

Waldo’s POV

Waldo sees the toes of the woman as she sweeps. She stops and 
puts the broom against a wall.  Waldo makes his way toward 
her toes.  Just as he’s about to grab a toe, she kicks Waldo. 
He slides across the floor into the broom which falls on him.

END DREAM SEQUENCE.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Wanda and Willie sit at the kitchen table. Wynonna walks 
around the kitchen, opening drawers and doors.

WANDA
Mom, are you sure you want to do 
this? I have a lot of homework.

WILLIE
My stomach hurts.

WYNONNA
Enough. If you drink your father’s 
potions, you can eat my food.

Wynonna opens up the dishwasher.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
Now which one’s the refrigerator 
again?
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She finally finds and opens the refrigerator.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
Oh! Here it is.

She pulls out a pack of string cheese.  It unfolds.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
And it’s already made the food!

She walks to the table and tears and tosses string cheese 
onto each plate.  She clears her throat, as the kids give her 
a stern look.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
Enjoy.

The kids peel the cheese, hear a door open. The house rumbles 
and a rush of water is heard. Wynonna, Willie and Wanda look 
at the stairs to a waterfall of water coming down.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
Oh, Walter!

Walter, in a kayak, maneuvers the stairs, like rapids.

WALTER
Woo! Better go to high ground 
Welbys!

Wynonna, Willie and Wanda jump on top of the table as the 
kitchen fills with water.  Walter rows into the kitchen.

WALTER (CONT’D)
What’s for dinner?

Wynonna looks disgusted and hands him his packaged cheese.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Cheese?

WYNONNA
You got a problem with cheese?

WALTER
I love cheese!

The doorbell rings.

WALTER (CONT’D)
I’ll get it!
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Walter paddles his kayak toward the front door.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

The dogs swim down the stairs and paddle to front door. 
Walter and  Waldo get caught up in the current. Waldo gives a 
helpless look and disappears through the mail slot.

Walter opens the front door and all the water in the house 
pours out.  Bridgette, Steve, Germie and Pugsy are at the 
doorway, drenched. Bridgette holds Waldo in her arms.

BRIDGETTE
We found your dog.

Wanda runs up to Bridgette and grabs Waldo and walks away.

STEVE
You didn’t happen to have a reward 
out for that... uh, dog did ya?

Walter crawls out the kayak and stands up.  Steve shakes 
Walter’s hand, and with his other hand, motions Germie and 
Pugsy into the Welby’s house. They enter and sneak around.

STEVE (CONT’D)
I’m Steve, this is Bridgette. We 
just moved in next door and were 
wondering if maybe you got some of 
our mail by mistake.

WYNONNA
Oh! I don’t think so.

STEVE
Well, if you show Bridgette where 
you keep your mail, she could look 
through it, in case you’re wrong.

WALTER
Wait a sec. Something smells fishy.

Steve and Bridgette look at each other, paranoid. 

WYNONNA
My husband has an excellent sense 
of smell.

WILLIE
What are your dogs' names?
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The dogs stop and smile in the middle of snooping around.

BRIDGETTE
This is my baby Germie...

STEVE
That’s my little guy, Pugsy Malone.

Pugsy smiles revealing a strong under bite.

WANDA
How original.

Pugsy growls at Wanda. Wynonna smiles and clears her throat.

WYNONNA
Wanda have you seen any mail that 
didn’t belong to us?

WANDA
Nope.

WYNONNA
Willie?

WILLIE
Nope.

Walter bends down and grabs a yellow envelope from his kayak.

WALTER
Well, as I was shooting the rapids 
down the upper twelve, I found this 
floating around in Willie’s 
room.(Beat) What’s your last name?

Bridgette and Steve look nervously at each other.

STEVE
Bridgette’s from Europe and well I 
have a little...

WALTER
This is it, then.

He hands the envelope to Bridgette.

BRIDGETTE
It is?

WALTER
You’re French, right?
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BRIDGETTE
A little, I guess.

WALTER
Recipient?

Steve and Bridgette both look confused.  Steve takes the 
envelope addressed to “recipient”.

STEVE
Oh, I thought you said recipient, 
and we French pronounce it Re-cip-
pi-ah-nt.

WYNONNA
That’s a lovely name.

(heavy French accent)
Bridgette. Recipient. Very exotic.

BRIDGETTE
Thank you. Steve, our appointment?

STEVE
Oh, right.

WYNONNA
An appointment at this time?

Bridgette appears nervous.

STEVE
It’s a dog appointment for Germie.

Germie lifts his ears and looks at Steve.

BRIDGETTE
Dr. Fleashecker, our veterinarian.

Germie raises his ears higher and looks at Bridgette.  Steve 
whispers

STEVE
He’s getting...

Steve makes a scissor action with his hand.

WALTER
Ouch!

He looks at Germie.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Well better you than me, my friend.
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Germie growls, and Wilbur, Waldo and Pugsy snicker. Germie 
slaps Pugsy and they walk out the door with Steve and 
Bridgette.

BRIDGETTE
Look forward to seeing you again!

STEVE
(under his breath)

Not.

Wynonna closes the front door.

WYNONNA
Well, they seem like nice people.

WANDA
The recipients? Give me a break.

WALTER
Now, we didn’t raise you that way.

WANDA
Dad! They’re not French!

WILLIE
It was the sweepstakes entry they 
wanted, and you gave it to them.

WYNONNA
Great going, Walter.

Everyone leaves the room and heads up to Willie’s room. 
Walter stands alone.

WALTER
Hmmm? I never minded the French.

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - WILLIE’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Willie, Wanda and the dogs walk into Willie’s room and Wanda 
throws herself onto Willie’s bed.

WANDA
What’s the big deal? It’s not like 
were going to win the sweepstakes.

Wynonna and Walter walk into the room and sit down. Wynonna 
walks over and pats Willie on the back.

WYNONNA
Willie, everyone has the same 
chance of winning those things. 
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WALTER
Son, those contests are marketing 
tools made to sell buttons.

Wynonna whispers into Walter’s ear.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Really?

WANDA
The envelope said that you may have 
already won and I think brain boy 
took it the wrong way.

Willie stands up.

WILLIE
I didn’t misunderstand anything. I 
read the odds of winning and then I 
wrote a program on my computer to 
enter us into the contest that many 
times. Now that dad gave the 
envelope to the neighbors, it’s one 
more entry that I didn’t count on.

Walter and Wynonna are in deep thought.

WILBUR (V.O.)
I told you this kid was smart. But 
what Willie didn’t know, and what 
Steve did know, was that the lady 
in pink had hand delivered the 
sweepstakes entry to the Welby’s. 
You might be asking yourself if 
cheaters could win? The Recipients 
were about to give it a try.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE - LATER

Steve sits at a computer, Bridgette sits next to him - the 
dogs lay in a corner.  Steve is frantically entering 
information into the computer one finger at a time.

BRIDGETTE
How may times is that now, Steve?

STEVE
Twenty-nine... what time is it?

Bridgette looks at a clock on the wall.
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BRIDGETTE
Eleven-thirty.

STEVE
I can get a few more entries in by 
midnight.

BRIDGETTE
What if the Welby's entered more?

Steve stops typing, he’s irritated.

STEVE
Don’t you think I’m smarter than 
the Welbys? I mean, they had the 
envelope for what, ten minutes?

He goes back to typing on the computer.

BRIDGETTE
Sorry, I should never doubt you. 

Germie and Pugsy snicker from the corner.

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - NEXT MORNING

A PAPERBOY rides a bike and tosses a paper onto the Welby’s 
porch. Walter walks out in his boxers in an unbuttoned lab 
coat and a cup of coffee. He picks up the newspaper.  Sirens 
go off. Lights flash from police cars and a helicopter flies 
over. A large crowd is gathered, with cameras flashing. The 
helicopter lowers, and Madge has a bull-horn aimed at Walter.

MADGE
Walter Welby?

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Steve, asleep on his keypad and computer chair jerks his head 
up as he hears the commotion. He looks out of the window.  
Bridgette walks next to him with a cup of cappuccino.

BRIDGETTE
I really wanted that dream house.

STEVE
Don’t worry, the game’s just begun.
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INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - WILLIE’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Willie is asleep in his bed, as the helicopter hovers outside 
his window. He jerks awake. Wilbur and Waldo do the same.

WILLIE
We won! It’s the prize patrol!

He runs out of the room.  The dogs fallow.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Willie runs down the hall and knocks on Wanda’s door. 

WILLIE
We won, Wanda! Mom, we won! This is 
too cool for school!

Wanda steps out of her room as Wynonna steps out of her room.

WALTER (O.S.)
Wynonna! Wynonna, honey!

WYNONNA
I’m coming, Walter!

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Walter stands on the porch, his hands over his head.

MADGE
Mr. Welby you’re our grand prize 
winner!

WALTER
I am? I mean I am! Wynonna!

Willie opens and runs out the front door, followed by Wanda 
and Wynonna.  Confetti flies everywhere. The helicopter lands 
in the street, Madge gets out, holds a golden key.

CUT TO:

INT. NEW YORK - NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Steve watches the Welby's in the street with his binoculars.
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STEVE
Bridgette! You’d better start 
packing babe. They're here!

Bridgette looks out the window.

BRIDGETTE
It looks like they’re over there... 

STEVE
This is a mistake. 

CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - WELBY'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The Welbys stand on the porch.  Madge walks up to the Welbys 
and hands Wynonna the key. She’s followed by a television 
crew with lights, microphones, cameras.  Wynonna looks at the 
camera with messy hair and looks down at Walter in boxer 
shorts. Wanda stands with a retainer contraption around her 
head and Willie wears footsie pajamas.  

Next door, Steve runs across the yard, up to the Welby's 
porch.

STEVE
(out of breath)

Here I am. Steve Smith, right? I 
think you’re looking for me. 

MADGE
No.

Steve pats Madge’s shoulder.

STEVE
Could you check again. Smith, 
Steve, dream-house winner.

MADGE
Nope. Sorry.

Walter eyes Steve suspiciously.

WALTER
Wait a minute, I thought you said 
your name was Steve Recipient.

WYNONNA
What about being French?
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STEVE
My wife. My wife’s French.

WALTER
Oh right. Sorry.

STEVE
I entered the sweepstakes at least 
thirty times, there’s no way...

MADGE
They entered the sweepstakes twelve 
million, three hundred and...

WILLIE
... Forty-one times. I did it.

WALTER
Good work, Willie!

WANDA
Way to go, bro!

WYNONNA
Give your mom some sugar.

She grabs Willie and squeezes him.

STEVE
No, that’s not possible. It took me 
four hours just to enter thirty 
times... that woulda took me...

WILLIE
... One hundred and eighty-seven 
point eight years.

MADGE
Mr. Recipient, would you mind 
getting off of the porch so we can 
take pictures of the winners?

Steve steps off the porch and walks away from the Welbys.

STEVE
They cheated.

Steve is on the verge of tears.

STEVE (CONT’D)
No one could do that. Especially 
that little... boy.
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Madge turns back to the Welbys.

MADGE
Alright, here is an envelope with 
directions. I’ll meet you when you 
arrive and show you your new house.

WYNONNA
New house? Really?

MADGE
Oh yes, and a job for you Wynonna, 
a lab for Walter and special rooms 
for Willie and Wanda. Don’t worry 
about packing anything, it’s 
already been arranged.

Wilbur barks.

MADGE (CONT’D)
We wouldn’t forget about you, 
Wilbur and Waldo. You’ll find we 
have a special place for you two.

She motions to the helicopter and the blades start to spin.

MADGE (CONT’D)
I have to be going now, lots to do.

The winds kicks up. It’s loud and the Welbys can't hear her.

MADGE (CONT’D)
I'll see you in Other Wichita!! 

WALTER
Did she say Other Wichita?

The helicopter lifts off and disappears over the houses.

WILBUR (V.O.)
Willie’s calculating mind and 
determination paid off in a big way 
for the Welbys. They really hit the 
jackpot this time, or so it seemed.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S STATION WAGON - DAY

The Welby’s station wagon whirls around inside the tornado. 
The Welby’s are all safe, wearing their seat belts.
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Objects  swirl around outside. A patch of dirt floats past.  
Madge pulls out a "for sale sign".  She stops and waves at 
the Welbys. The Welbys roll down the windows.

MADGE
Oh! You’re here! Sorry about the 
turbulence, but this is the way 
it’s done in these parts. You’ll be 
landing soon. Buckle up!

She smiles and the patch of dirt floats off.

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - TORNADO - DAY

The tornado starts to slow. The dark sky turns blue and the 
station wagon slowly descends. The Black SUV spins wildly. 
Steve and Bridgette look out the windows in fear.

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - MOMENTS LATER

CUT TO:

The Welby’s car gently floats to the ground.  It lands at the 
end of a country road in front of a large barn next to a 
small house.  The Welbys get out of the car and look around.

Two huge BUTTERFLIES and a couple of COLORFUL HUMMINGBIRDS 
fly past the Welby's. A bright ORANGE HUMMINGBIRD hovers in 
front of Wanda’s face for a second, then flits away.

WANDA
Awesome!

Behind the Welbys, the Black SUV drops to the ground with a 
loud thud that shakes the earth. Steve and Bridgette open the 
doors and step out, shaken, they adjust themselves.

Germie and Pugsy Malone jump from the car and run down the 
dirt road away from Steve and Bridgette.  Steve and Walter 
narrow their eyes at each other as Steve walks to the SUV.

STEVE
Hello, Welby.

WALTER
Hello, Recipient.

A helicopter flies in and lands. Madge and BUDDY, an ex- 
truck driver in his 50’s with a swarm of HONEY BEES around 
his head, gets out of the helicopter and walks to the group.
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MADGE
Hello, this is my boyfriend Buddy.

WILLIE
Hi, Buddy!

BUDDY
Hey, little man, I hear you’re 
pretty good with a computer.

Willie blushes. He notices the bees flying around Buddy’s 
head.

WILLIE
You’ve got bees flying around you!

Buddy pretends not to hear him.

BUDDY
What’s that? I can’t hear you. I’ve 
got bees-wax in my ears.

Buddy laughs.

BUDDY (CONT’D)
Just kidding, kid.

He and buddy laugh.

BUDDY (CONT’D)
You want to see something funny?

WILLIE
Okay.

Buddy starts to gently blow into the air. A SINGLE BEE flies 
and lands on Willie’s nose. Willie looks at it cross-eyed. 

BUDDY
Now watch very carefully.

Willie is still, as Buddy whistles the Salty Dog Rag and the 
bee does a jig on Willie’s nose. Willie, still cross-eyed 
laughs.  Steve and Walter laugh.  Buddy stops whistling and 
the bee takes a bow and flies away.  Steve stops laughing.

STEVE
Oh, this is pathetic.

Buddy scowls at Steve.
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BUDDY
Is this guy the one who thought he 
should have won?

STEVE
What bees-ness is that of yours?

Buddy walks closer to Steve, his chest out.

STEVE (CONT’D)
This should be my house!

Steve points at Willie.

STEVE (CONT’D)
He’s a cheater!

BUDDY
It’s not nice to call people names.

STEVE
Sorry?

BUDDY
Now why don’t you and your missus 
step into my helicopter.

Buddy walks toward Steve, as he backs up toward the 
helicopter.

STEVE
Welby?

WALTER
Sorry Recipient.

STEVE
Run Bridgette!

Steve takes off and runs down the road in the opposite 
direction. Buddy smiles and whistles. A swarm of bees take 
off like an arrow after Steve.  The Welbys watch as the bees 
gets in front of Steve and form a wall. Steve tries to go 
around, but the wall of bees moves with him. He fakes a move 
to the right and then jumps left.  The bees move with him.

WYNONNA
That’s amazing.

BRIDGETTE
He used to play football.
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WYNONNA
No, the bees.

MADGE
Yeah, Buddy’s a bee-whisperer.

WALTER
Bee-whisperer?

MADGE
It’s Buddy’s gift, he can make them 
do anything. He speaks Bee.

WILLIE
Wow!

The bees form a body on each side of Steve and hold his arms 
as they escort him to the helicopter.

STEVE
Looks like a rip off if you ask 
me... that house is really small.

Steve climbs into the helicopter with Bridgette right behind 
him. Buddy climbs in, takes the controls and the helicopter 
lifts off and flies away.  The group turns and looks back at 
the barn and the small house next to it.

WYNONNA
Mr. Recipient has a point. 

MADGE
Oh no. That’s for the dogs.

WYNONNA
Whoa!

Madge motions to the barn.

MADGE
That’s where you’ll be living.

WYNONNA
Oh Walter!

WALTER
Won’t that be a little drafty?

MADGE
Oh no, come on I’ll show you.

Willie tugs on Madge’s skirt.
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WILLIE
Can I show Wilbur and Waldo their 
house?

MADGE
That would be a great idea, Willie.

Willie smiles and runs toward the dog house.

WILLIE
Come on guys!

Wilbur and Waldo run after Willie toward the dog house.

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Willie looks around the Midwestern-looking dog house. It's 
five feet tall and looks just like a real house. 

WILLIE
A real house just for you two.

Wilbur barks and runs around. Waldo jumps up and down to see 
into the windows.  Willie opens door of the dog house.  
Wilbur walks inside followed by Waldo, then Willie. 

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The interior of the dog house looks like a living room. 
There’s a large doggie bed for Wilbur and on top, like a bunk 
bed is a small doggie bed for Waldo. Each dog has it’s own 
water and food dish with their names on them.  On the wall 
hangs a painting of dogs drinking coffee in a cafe.

WILLIE
What a house! You like it Wilbur?

Willie doesn’t see Wilbur anywhere.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Come on, Wilbur, try out your bed!

Still no dogs in sight. Willie walks up to the painting and 
notices that one of the dogs in the painting looks like 
Wilbur. Willie reaches out his finger and touches the 
painting, the picture image of Wilbur shimmers.

Willie pushes his finger forward, the painting ripples like a 
wave and his finger passes into the painting. 
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He looks closer at the painting of a tiny Waldo on a stage in 
the background.  Willie reaches his other hand into the 
painting.  He giggles.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
That feels funny.

Willie takes another deep breath and steps into the painting.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - TELE-CANINESIS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Willie emerges out of a ball of light and onto a narrow 
wooden walkway. Behind him emerges TERRI, a small terrier who 
walks upright, like a person.

TERRI
Whoa, slow walkers are supposed to 
move to the right.

Willie looks behind him and gasps as the dog stands. 

TERRI (CONT’D)
No offense, but you walk like 
you’re on a leash.

Willie is still silent.

TERRI (CONT’D)
What? Cat got your tongue?

(beat)
No really. Did a cat get your 
tongue?

Willie shakes his head no.

WILLIE
Ya, ya, you can talk!

TERRI
I can, and so can you, apparently.

WILLIE
But you’re a dog!

TERRI
Well, this is Dog World.

WILLIE
It is?
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TERRI
Is this your first time, kid?

Willie shakes his head.

WILLIE
I was looking for my dogs.

TERRI
Listen dog, I’d show you around, 
but my peeps are waiting, you feel 
me?

Terri walks past Willie to the door leading out.

TERRI (CONT’D)
It’s this way to the Canine Cafe.

WILLIE
Canine Cafe?

Terri pushes the double doors open and Willie follows her.

TERRI
I’ll see ya around. You seem cool.

WILLIE
I do?

Terri walks off and Willie steps into...

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

A cafe filled with all types of dogs! Some dogs drink coffee 
and read newspapers.  Some sit in groups and talk. Some work 
on laptops.  As Willie walks past tables he sees Two 
BLOODHOUNDS wearing police uniforms, talking and eating cake.

BLOODHOUND #1
I swear, I never picked up a scent 
that bad. That guy must have gone a 
year without being groomed.

The second Bloodhound rolls his eyes and bites a doughnut.  
Willie passes another table with three BORDER COLLIES and a 
LABRADOR. The Collies wear doctor’s scrubs while the 
Labrador, is dressed like a reporter, and takes notes.

COLLIE #1
Let me tell you about what we’re 
doing at Collies Without Borders. 
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We’re making much progress with the 
flea and tick problem in Africa.

COLLIE #2
Last week we got a donation of five 
hundred collars, enough for an 
entire village.

LABRADOR
Really?

COLLIE #3
If you want to accompany us over 
there, we could use another paw.

LABRADOR
I’ll run it by the top dog at the 
magazine.

Willie backs away from the table and into a LARGE DOG.

WILLIE
I’m sorry sir...

Willie turns around and sees Wilbur dressed in a hat, tie and 
jacket. He speaks with a proper British accent.

WILBUR
No need to apologize young William.

Willies eyes widen.

WILLIE
Wilbur! You can talk!

WILBUR
Yes, and there’s a few things I’ve 
been meaning to tell you.

Willie gets dizzy. Wilbur grabs him and sets him down in a 
chair. A waiter, DOBIE, a Doberman in an apron walks over.

DOBIE
The kid feeling okay? He looks like 
he’s seen a dingo.

WILBUR
I think he’s in shock.

DOBIE
His first time here huh? What can I 
get you gents?
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WILBUR
Better bring my friend a double.

DOBIE
Right. Tap or toilet?

Willie chimes in.

WILLIE
Tap. Definitely tap.

WILBUR
Fine choice, I’ll have the same.

Dobie yells over at GREAT DAME, who serves drinks and food to 
the CUSTOMERS and WAITERS at the bar.

DOBIE
Two bowls of slightly polluted H2O!

Wilbur looks toward the bar and is shocked to see Great Dame.

CUT TO:

BEGIN FLASHBACK

INT. WILBUR’S DREAM.

Great Dame spins around in a sparkling diamond necklace. She 
stands in a long purple coat, laughs then stares at Wilbur.

GREAT DAME
What’ll it be, Wilbur?

She runs into a dark room that turns to a very cold exterior.  
Her face is freezing.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
Trust me, Wilbur. Please trust me.

END OF FLASHBACK

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE

Wilbur grabs Dobie’s arm.

WILBUR
Who is that over there?

DOBIE
Hey pal, could you watch the limb.
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Wilbur lets go of him.

WILBUR
Sorry. She’s a vision, isn’t she?

DOBIE
She’s my boss, so I have to refrain 
from answering that question.

He gets closer to Wilbur and whispers.

DOBIE (CONT’D)
But she’s one hot...

Great Dame yells from the bar.

GREAT DAME
Order up!

Dobie stands tall, clears his throat and walks to the bar.  
At the bar, Great Dame gives Dobie two bowls of water. He 
picks them and sets them on a tray, picks up the tray and 
heads back to Willie's and Wilbur’s table.

WILLIE
You can talk and you’re British?

Wilbur turns back to Willie.

WILBUR
I was a little surprised myself.

Dobie brings the water and sets it down at the table.

DOBIE
You need anything else, just howl.

Willie picks up the dish with both paws and drinks water.

WILBUR
Look who’s on stage.

Waldo is on a stage at the end of the room.  He's in the 
middle of his act and talks with a Spanish accent.

WALDO
Do ya know how many humans it takes 
to change a light bulb?

Terri yells up from the audience.

TERRI
How many humans does it take?
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WALDO
One. One to hold the light bulb as 
the universe revolves around them!

A half-hearted response comes from the AUDIENCE. A few clap.

WALDO (CONT’D)
Thanks! You’ve been a great pack.

Waldo trots off stage and over to Willie's and Wilbur’s 
table.

WILBUR
Recognize anyone, Waldo?

WALDO
Willie! Me-ho.

Waldo gives Willie a huge hug.

WALDO (CONT’D)
I love this guy!

Willie laughs.

WILLIE
That’s why you’re so funny. You’re 
really a comedian!

WALDO
Well I try, what can I say.

Waldo wipes the sweat from his forehead and takes a drink of 
water. Terri walks over to the table.

TERRI
Hey, kid. You find your dogs?

WILLIE
Yeah, this is Wilbur and this is...

TERRI
... yeah, I know Waldo.

WALDO
(under his breath)

Kid, I didn’t know you had 
connections.

TERRI
Well, the act still needs work. Why 
don’t you give my office a call 
when you have some new material?
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Terri reaches in her pocket and hands Waldo a business card.

TERRI (CONT’D)
Take care, kid.

Terri walks away.

WALDO
Wow, thanks kid. She wouldn’t give 
me the time of day before.

WILBUR
Maybe your act’s getting better.

WALDO
Nah. It’s Willie. He’s the man.

Willie sits up taller. Wilbur looks at a watch on his paw.

WILBUR
Waldo, William, we should get back. 
You’re parents will start to worry.

Willie, Wilbur and Waldo get up from the table and walk back 
toward the double doors of the Tele-Caninesis room. As they 
reach for the doors, the doors fly open and Germie and Pugsy 
Malone walk out, almost bumping into Willie.

GERMIE
Excuse me, kid.

Germie walks a few steps and then stops and turns around to 
look at Wilbur, Waldo and Willie.

GERMIE (CONT’D)
WHAT IS THAT HUMAN DOING HERE!

Willie and Waldo grab Wilbur’s leg. Wilbur puts his arm 
around Willie.  Pugsy Malone walks up to Willie and sniffs 
him.  Pugsy turns back to Germie and talks in a nasally tone.

PUGSY
It’s that Welby kid, boss. The one 
that almost kept us from getting 
back heres.

Germie growls. Wilbur steps up and growls back at Germie.

GERMIE
Humans aren’t allowed in Dog World.

WILBUR
Says who?
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GERMIE
Says me, that’s who.

WILBUR
Things have changed around here. 
You’re not in charge anymore.

GERMIE
No, you’re right, Wilbur.

(sarcastically)
You’re a wise Saint Bernard.

Germie backs off, smiles and then speaks loudly to the cafe.

GERMIE (CONT’D)
Just making sure he’s had all his 
shots. Wouldn’t want him to spread 
some human germ around.

DOGS gasp and some leave.  Willie steps up to Germie.

WILLIE
I’ve had all my shots. There’s one 
thing I haven’t had that you did.

GERMIE
Oh yeah? What’s that kid? 

WILLIE
At least I haven’t been snipped.

Willie makes a scissor cutting action.  Laughter breaks out 
in the cafe and Germie is embarrassed and angry.

WILBUR
I think now would be a good time to 
leave William. Take Waldo with you.

Suddenly, there’s a loud whistle from the bar.  Everyone’s 
heads turn and look. On the top of the bar is the imposing 
figure of Great Dame. Her arms are crossed and she doesn’t 
look happy.  Wilbur stares at her, with a smile.

GREAT DAME
Welcome back, Germie.

GERMIE
Hello, Dame. It’s been a while.

GREAT DAME
Not long enough. Thought we got rid 
of you.
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GERMIE
Well you know what they say, you 
can’t keep a good dog down.

PUGSY
Yeah, you can’t keep us out, it’s a 
free world. Isn’t it?

GREAT DAME
I run the show around here now.  
Might wanna tell your friends that.

She looks at Wilbur.

GERMIE
He ain’t no friend of mine.

GREAT DAME
(to Wilbur)

Oh. Then you and your friends are 
welcomed here anytime.

Germie’s eyes are furious but keeps his cool.

GERMIE
Still letting kids into our world. 
But hey, you’re in charge. I just 
didn’t know you let cheaters in.

Germie backs away to let Wilbur past.

WILBUR
My boy’s no cheater, he’s smarter 
than all the people you know.

GREAT DAME
You be sure to come back and see me 
sometime you hear?

Wilbur tips his hat at Great Dame.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
A real gentledog. Dog World could 
use more of them, right Dobie?

Dobie looks up as he serves.

DOBIE
Right, boss.

Wilbur walks through double doors to the Tele-Caninesis room.

CUT TO:
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INT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur steps out of the painting back into the dog house 
where Willie and Waldo stand waiting.

WILLIE
Is everything alright, Wilbur, sir?

Willie waits for Wilbur to answer.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
What happened?

Willie waits again and then looks at Waldo. Waldo barks.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Oh, I forgot. You can’t talk here.

Just then Wanda sticks her head into the dog house.

WANDA
Are you making believe with dogs?

WILLIE
Uh, kind of.

Wanda walks in the doghouse and spins around to look.

WANDA
This is totally awesome!

She notices the painting and goes closer to it: a picture of 
Great Dame at the bar.  Willie holds his breath and then 
Wanda laughs.

WANDA (CONT’D)
As if! Come on Willie, everyone’s 
been looking for you.

Willie follows Wanda out of the doghouse, followed by Waldo, 
but Wilbur hangs back.  Willie turns back to Wilbur.

WILLIE
Come, Wilbur. Let’s go in the barn.

Wilbur lays down in front of the painting and just stares at 
Great Dame. Waldo stops and barks at Willie.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Well, you know where my house is.

Willie, Wanda and Waldo walk off toward the barn. Willie 
stops, he can’t keep the secret anymore.
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WILLIE (CONT’D)
Wanda, what if I told you that I 
went to another world.

WANDA
I would say, so what’s new.

WILLIE
I was in a dog’s world in a 
painting, Wilbur and Waldo were... 

WANDA
Yeah, right, Willie. And I’m giving 
a concert for ten thousand people.

WILLIE
Really?

They start walking toward the barn again.

WANDA
My room is so cool!  It’s got a 
recording studio, and a stage.

WILLIE
It does?

WANDA
Yeah, Willie...

(teasing)
... It’s too cool for school!

Willie laughs and so does Wanda. Willie runs toward the barn.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - HELICOPTER - LATER

The helicopter flies over Other Wichita. Buddy sits in the 
pilot’s seat, the swarm of bees fly around his head. Steve 
and Bridgette sit in the back. They don’t look happy.

BUDDY
So, how’d ya end up being so bad?

BRIDGETTE
He’s not, he just wanted to give me 
everything.

STEVE
I just found this list. It turned 
out to be the winner’s list.
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BUDDY
So, you were going to cheat?

STEVE
No, I’m not a cheater - like some 
people I know. I was going to earn 
it, the old fashioned way, by 
manipulation and slightly twisting 
the truth. I didn’t know that Welby 
kid was some kind of genius.

BUDDY
So, where’d this list come from?

STEVE
Two dogs, Germie and Pugsy Malone. 
They showed up at our house with 
it. We thought maybe it was a list 
of their owners, but everyone on 
the list were sweepstakes winners, 
the Welbys are next on the list.

BUDDY
You all followed the Welbys around 
until they won, stalked them.

STEVE
Stalking? Geez, you make it sound 
so much worse than it really is.

BRIDGETTE
Well, we did move in next door to 
them and watch their every move.

BUDDY
That’s stalking.

Steve sits back in his seat and.

BRIDGETTE
And we did get the envelope by 
telling a lie.

STEVE
Half truth. That’s okay in this 
situation.

Steve starts to whine.

STEVE (CONT’D)
I did it for Bridgette okay? I 
wanted her to have the best...
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(under his breath)
... And be with me.

BUDDY
Ahh. Somebody does have a heart.

Buddy smiles at Steve.

BUDDY (CONT’D)
The Welbys won fair and square and 
deserved it. If you straighten up 
your act, you will, too.  Other 
Wichita is all about everyone 
working together and being the best 
they can be.

STEVE
I always had to make my own luck.

BUDDY
Your luck’s already changing. Here 
you are in a helicopter with me.

STEVE
Yeah, I could get used to this.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - KITCHEN - LATER

Madge sits at the kitchen table with Wynonna and Walter. The 
kitchen looks a lot like the kitchen in the New York house.

MADGE
We’ve moved all your furnishings 
and Walter’s inventions as well as 
converting the hay loft into a 
fully equipped lab. So what do you 
think of the house... uh, barn?

WYNONNA
Well we certainly appreciate 
everything you’ve done. It’s 
perfect! But, it’s a barn and we’re 
city people from New York.

Madge takes a sip from her cup and at the same time Wynonna 
hears Madge’s voice in her head.

MADGE (V.O.)
What’s in a name? Barn, house, this 
city, that city?
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Wynonna hears Madge’s voice, but does not see her lips move.

WYNONNA
What?

Madge looks up at her.

MADGE
Yes, dear? Wonderful tea.

Then Wynonna hears Walter, who does not move his lips either.

WALTER (V.O.)
I can’t wait to get in my new lab 
and start inventing!

Wynonna blinks and is confused.

WYNONNA
Oh, my!

Wanda and Willie walk through the door.

WANDA (V.O.)
I can’t wait to start singing in my 
studio!

Wynonna looks at Wanda, shocked. Wanda turns to her mother.

WANDA
What?

Wynonna shakes her head and looks at Willie, who smiles.

WILLIE (V.O.)
I’ve finally found a place where 
kids don’t tease me and I’m getting 
really popular with the guys!

Wynonna puts her hand over her mouth to mask her giggle.

WILLIE
What, mom?

WYNONNA
Nothing. I’m just happy I guess. 
I’m hearing things, well, that I’ve 
never heard before.

They all laugh.
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MADGE
Sounds like you’re staying! We have 
a very important job for you 
Wynonna. You start tomorrow.

Madge gets up from the table and walks to the door, she turns 
back to the Welbys.

MADGE (CONT’D)
Alrighty then, I guess I’ll drive 
the Smiths', I mean the 
Recipients', car back into town. 
Look for the helicopter at nine AM 
sharp!

She waves and walks away. 

WALTER
Well, what say we show Willie his 
room.

Willie jumps excitedly and yells out the door at dog house.

WILLIE
Come on Wilbur! We’re gonna look at 
my room!

Willie looks and sees no movement from the doghouse.

WALTER
I guess he must like his place.

Wynonna giggles, as she knows what Wilbur is thinking.

WYNONNA
I think he’s got a girl on his 
mind.

Willie scowls at Wynonna.

WILLIE
Wilbur’s my dog. He’s probably 
wondering when I’m coming back, uh, 
to the dog house.

WALTER
Maybe later, son.

The Welbys close the barn door.
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INT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Wilbur lies, staring at Great Dame in the picture. He stands 
up, shakes himself off and jumps through the painting.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur walks back to the table where Waldo sits with WILEY G, 
a rottweiler rapper. Wiley G is in baggy pants a large shirt, 
baseball cap tilted to the side, and bling on his collar.

Sitting next to Wiley G is SCOTTY, a black Scottish terrier 
in a kilt and plaid beret. He talks with a Scottish accent.

The last dog at the table is CC COOL, a well groomed collie. 
She’s dressed in casual chic, jeans, boots and blazer.

WALDO
Wilbur, there you are.

WILBUR
Waldo? I didn’t see you leave the 
dog house?

CC Cool turns her nose up.

CC COOL
A dog house? How ... Common.

She takes a sip of her cappuccino.

WALDO
I’m small and sneaky and you were 
in some kind of daze, dude.

The table of dogs chuckle.

WALDO (CONT’D)
Let me introduce you to my new 
friends.

He motions to them one by one.

WALDO (CONT’D)
Wiley G, Scotty, CC Cool, meet 
Wilbur, my compadre. 

WILEY G
What up, dog?

He holds his paw up. Wilbur reluctantly pounds it.
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SCOTTY
Aye, it’s a pleasure ta meet ya.

Scotty shakes paws with Wilbur.  Wilbur nods toward the bar.

CC COOL
Welcome to the cafe, Wilbur. I 
loved the way you handled Germie.

WILBUR
William handled that one.

WILEY G
Fo’ shizzle.

SCOTTY
‘Tis a dark day for Dog World now 
that Germie’s come home.

WALDO
Why’s that?

CC COOL
He doesn’t like humans, you know 
the type. He’s been passed around. 
Had some hostility issues, never 
did well with the kids.

(beat)
Ever since we had the elections and 
voted in Great Dame as Mayor, 
Germie’s been keeping a low profile 
... Until now that is.

WILEY G
Ya, as in he was kicked out. It was 
dark times my friend, dark times.

SCOTTY
Aye, Germie was expelled from Dog 
World. We never thought he’d find 
his way back.

CC COOL
(suspiciously)

Yeah, but he did somehow.

Wilbur looks over at the bar where Germie sits on a stool, 
talking to Great Dame. Germie hands a wrapped present to her, 
she takes it, unwraps it - it’s a diamond necklace. Germie 
puts it around her neck. She smiles.

WILBUR
Looks like they’re friendly now.
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CC COOL
Don’t be so sure, Dame’s one smart 
dog.

WILEY G
No doubt.

CC COOL
They used to date a long time ago..

WILBUR
They used to be a couple?

WILEY G
Back in the day those two was tight 
as tight could be. Whoa!

WILBUR
What could she see in that dog?

Waldo looks at Wilbur curiously.

WALDO
Amigo, got it bad for her don’t ya?

WILBUR
Why, whatever do you mean?

SCOTTY
Aye, the lass ‘tis a beauty.

Wiley G and CC Cool laugh, mocking Scotty.

WILEY G
Yeah, she’s dreamy.

CC COOL
Ahhhh...

The dogs at the table watch Germie and Dame at the bar. Pugsy 
Malone walks to Germie, whispers in his ear and walks away.

CC COOL (CONT’D)
Look like something’s going on.

WILEY G
No doubt.

Germie says good bye to Great Dame and walks away.

WALDO
They’re up to no good.
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Wilbur gets up from the table.

WILBUR
I’m going to go talk to her.

The dogs at the table watch Wilbur walk to the bar and sit in 
Germie’s seat.

WILEY G
Oh snap! You go dog.

SCOTTY
Aye, I can smell true love.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - BAR - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur sits down on the bar stool.  Great Dame walks to him.

GREAT DAME
What’ll it be?

WILBUR
What are you offering?

GREAT DAME
Biscotti’s fresh, just dug it up.

WILBUR
Then I’ll have one.

She takes a biscotti from a glass canister, puts it on a 
plate and slides it over to Wilbur seductively.

GREAT DAME
You’ll need something to wash it 
down with.

WILBUR
What do you suggest?

GREAT DAME
I make a good latte.

WILBUR
I’ll take a latte then.

Great Dame turns to the coffee machine and makes a latte.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
That’s a nice necklace.
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Great Dame turns and looks back at Wilbur.

GREAT DAME
This thing? I’m just humoring an 
old friend. Is it too much?

WILBUR
You can't have too many diamonds.

GREAT DAME
Or too many friends.

She smiles and sets Wilbur’s latte on the bar.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
I’m Great Dame.

WILBUR
I figured as much.

GREAT DAME
And you’re Wilbur. I asked around.

Wilbur, intrigued, takes a sip of his latte.

WILBUR
You know, Germie can’t be trusted.

GREAT DAME
What about you? Can I trust you?

(beat)
Anyway, you know what they say.

WILBUR
Keep your friends close and your 
enemies closer?

She smiles.

GREAT DAME
You’re a smart dog. Tell you what, 
bring your boy around tomorrow and 
I’ll give you two the VIP tour. 
Pick me up at eleven, dog time.

Wilbur smiles and holds up his latte.

WILBUR
Here’s to tomorrow, then.

Dame smiles, turns and then works.  Wilbur goes to his table.
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CC COOL
Sounds like you have a date.

WILBUR
Of sorts. She’s offered to show 
William and me around town.

WALDO
Wow! You work fast my friend.

WILEY G
Respect, dog. That dame’s not easy, 
looks like she belongs to another.

WILBUR
Oh I don’t think Dame could belong 
to anybody. She’s her own woman.

SCOTTY
Aye and a classy woman at that. 
You’re going to need a car.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - GARAGE - MOMENTS LATER

Wilbur, Waldo, Wiley G and CC Cool all stand with Scotty 
outside a garage next to a car covered with a canvas tarp. 
Scotty pulls the dusty cover off of a white Rolls Royce.

WALDO
Ay Dios mio! What a ride!

CC COOL
It’s perfect!

WILEY G
Right on, dog. Nice ride.

SCOTTY
Aye, I know.

WILBUR
She’s a beauty, Scotty.

SCOTTY
That she is. I brought her with me 
from the highlands.

WILBUR
Of Scotland?
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CC COOL
Of Sacramento. He wishes he were 
from Scotland.

SCOTTY
Aye, tis a cruel, cruel world.

Suddenly, Scotty drops the accent and talks normally.

SCOTTY (CONT’D)
It's hard reaching the peddles. I 
would be honored if you drove her. 
Your legs are longer than mine.

WALDO
We’ll take it!

Wilbur clears his throat.

WILBUR
Thanks, Scotty, I will take care of 
her as if she were my own.

Wilbur gets in the driver’s seat and smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - HELICOPTER - LATER

The helicopter descends. Steve and Bridgette look out of the 
window at a large tree-house. Steve looks at Buddy.

STEVE
Uh, you’re landing in a tree.

BUDDY
Actually you’re living in that 
tree.

BRIDGETTE
Oh, I don’t think so.

The helicopter lands outside the tree-house. Everyone gets 
out as Steve’s black SUV drives up. Madge gets out.

MADGE
Did they give you any trouble?

BUDDY
Not much, crying here and there.

Madge smiles.
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MADGE
You came here under false pretenses 
and for the wrong reasons. You 
can’t hang on to someone else’s 
dreams, you got to have your own.

STEVE
I had dreams one time.

BRIDGETTE
You did?

STEVE
I wanted to live in a zoo. I loved 
monkeys.

BRIDGETTE
Me too!

STEVE
You never told me that, babe.

BRIDGETTE
You never asked.

MADGE
So, there you go.

Buddy hands Steve a hammer, some nails and a tool belt.

BUDDY
Put some work into it. You’ll be 
surprised how you feel about it.

STEVE
Work?

BRIDGETTE
But what about me?

MADGE
Oh we’ve got a job for you, too. It 
seems there’s an old woman that 
lives in a shoe on the other side 
of town. She has...

BRIDGETTE
I know, too many kids and I’m going 
to help her take care of them?

MADGE
Oh, you’re smart and pretty.
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BRIDGETTE
Really?

Madge tosses Steve his car keys as she and Buddy walk away.  

STEVE
What about our dogs?

BRIDGETTE
My Germie?

MADGE
Something tells me you won’t be 
seeing those dogs again.

STEVE
Pugsy?

BUDDY
You were used, Steve.

STEVE
No way.

MADGE
They stole the list from my desk. 
They used you two to get back here.

Steve and Bridgette stand with the tools. Bridgette takes off 
her heels.  Madge and Buddy get in the helicopter.

BUDDY
If you need any more supplies, 
Betty G’s husband owns the hardware 
store. Just tell ‘em Buddy sent ya!

The helicopter flies off.  Steve looks at the tree-house and 
see's a monkey swinging. 

STEVE
Hey! Is that a monkey?

Steve trots to the tree, Bridgette follows reluctantly.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - WILLIE'S ROOM - NEXT 
MORNING

The sun shines on Willie, as he lays asleep in bed. The room 
is large and filled with computers and high tech gadgets. 
Wilbur and Waldo lay curled up on the floor by Willie's bed.  
Willie jumps up, excited to see Wilbur, he hugs him.
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WILLIE
There you are, boy!

Willie stops and then steps back.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Sorry, sir.

From downstairs, Wynonna calls the kids.

WYNONNA (O.S.)
Willie! Wanda! Breakfast is ready!

WILLIE
Don’t worry, Wilbur, I didn’t tell 
anyone about Dog World, except 
Wanda, but she didn’t believe me.

Wilbur barks.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Do you think we could bring her? 
Just so she can see that I’m not 
making it up.

Wilbur licks Willie’s cheek.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
(excited)

Thanks, Wilbur! After school then, 
we’ll meet you in the dog house.

Willie runs out the door.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Wynonna wears a business suit. She works around the kitchen, 
cooks pancakes and bacon, and mixes orange juice.

WANDA (V.O.)
What’s that heavenly smell? Mom? 

Wynonna looks around puzzled, there’s no one in the room.

WILLIE (V.O.)
I can’t wait to get home from 
school and meet my friends in the 
dog house!

Wynonna spins around. The room is still empty.
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WALTER (V.O.)
I’ll start on the Willie-Wanda 
Finder. Since we’re in a new place, 
I wouldn’t want to lose them!

Wynonna turns around to see no one there.  Wanda walks in.

WANDA
Who’s cooking?

Walter walks in, over to Wynonna.

WALTER
Cooking too much for you, honey?

Willie walks in.

WILLIE
I can’t wait to get to school!

WALTER
Really? That’s different.

WYNONNA
This whole place is different.

Wynonna sets down plates in front of everyone.

WALTER
Smells good, what do you call it?

WYNONNA
Pancakes and bacon.

WALTER
Hmmm...

He takes a bite.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Oh, Wynonna, honey, this is good.

Wanda and Willie look curiously at the food and start to eat.

WALTER (CONT’D)
I might start a new invention.

WYNONNA
The Willie-Wanda Finder?

Walter looks puzzled.
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WALTER
Well, yes, but how did you...

Willie opens his mouth to talk, but Wynonna cuts him off and 
passes him the ketchup.

WYNONNA
Here you go, dear.

(beat)
I think it’s a great idea. So we 
always know where the kids are.

WANDA
Whatever!

WALTER
I haven’t even told you about it.

Outside, there is the sound of a helicopter landing.

WYNONNA
Oh, there’s my ride!

Wynonna grabs a briefcase and kisses Walter, Willie and Wanda 
good bye.

WYNONNA (CONT’D)
I’ll see you all later then.

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY'S BARN - DAY

Wynonna runs out of the barn and gets in the helicopter, 
which takes off.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - DARK ROOM - MORNING

A late night card game has gone into the morning hours and 
shades have been pulled over the windows to keep light out.  
Germie and Pugsy Malone play cards with three other rough 
dogs. The first, CLYDE, a large black Mastiff, sorts through 
his cards. Next to him is FLUFFY, a dirty white poodle. 
Lastly, RUSTY, a crazy-eyed beagle with a nervous twitch 
shuffles through a stack of poker chips.

PUGSY
Hey boss, did the Dame like the 
necklace?

GERMIE
What woman doesn’t like diamonds?
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PUGSY
Looks like you got her right where 
you want her, eh boss? It won’t be 
long before we’re back running the 
show.

Germie looks at Pugsy sternly.

PUGSY (CONT’D)
I mean, before you’re running the 
show.

Germie lays a card down on the table.

GERMIE
That’s right, Pugsy. It won’t be 
long and then I’ll decide who gets 
into Dog World.

PUGSY
No more stinkin’ human germs!

Pugsy looks next to him at Fluffy, who he smells.

CLYDE
I hear Dame’s playing you, Germie.

Germie growls and slaps his hand on the table.

CLYDE (CONT’D)
Sorry, Germie, I mean no 
disrespect, that’s the word on the 
street.

RUSTY
I hear she’s got a date tonight, 
with her new dog and his boy.

Germie jumps across the table, pushes Rusty out of his seat 
and pins him to the ground.

GERMIE
The Dame’s mine! Nobody moves in on 
my territory once I’ve marked it!

Clyde and Fluffy try to pull Germie off of Rusty.

FLUFFY
Come on Germie. He’s an old dog. He 
doesn’t know what he’s saying.
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RUSTY
But it’s true. I heard her ask him 
myself.

Germie growls as he’s restrained by Clyde, Fluffy and Pugsy.  
Great Dame glances over at the trouble.

CLYDE
Calm down, Germie. Don’t blow it 
now.

PUGSY
Yeah, we’ll follow ‘em. See what 
they’re up to see.

GERMIE
You go keep an eye out at the Cafe 
for those two.

PUGSY
Sure, boss.

GERMIE
I’ve got a little date of my own 
planned.

Germie laughs maliciously and then all the bad dogs join in.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - REAL ESTATE OFFICE - DAY

Madge leads Wynonna through the office, showing her around. 
World maps hang on walls with push pins to mark locations.

MADGE
Welcome to the heart of O W 
operations. This is where we locate 
and then assist the families in 
getting here.

WYNONNA
Which is where my travel agent 
skills come in.

MADGE
Exactly. We’ll work as a team. My 
gift is helping people find their 
place in this world and you’re gift 
is getting people to where they’re 
supposed to be and making them 
happy in the process. You hear what 
people say.
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WYNONNA
And recently, what they don’t say.

MADGE
Oh good, you’re developing.

Madge points to a desk and pulls out a chair.  A file sits on 
Wynonna’s desk, Madge points to it.

MADGE (CONT’D)
That’s the Iceland file.

WYNONNA
The Iceland file?

MADGE
We have a family coming in from 
Iceland. It’s your job to make sure 
they get here. If you turn on your 
computer you’ll see there’s GPS. Do 
you know what that is?

WYNONNA
Global positioning system?

MADGE
Close. In Other Wichita it stands 
for Good People Sensor. A highly 
developed and sensitive tool.

Wynonna smiles. She opens the file and turns on the computer.

WYNONNA
Okay, what do I do first?

Madge smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY'S BARN - DAY

Walter walks around his lab, scratches his head and makes a 
list of supplies.

WALTER
Now, let’s see. How do I get to the 
hardware store?

Just then, from outside, Walter hears a horn honk. He looks 
out the window to see Steve in his SUV. Steve yells up at 
Walter.
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STEVE
Hey Welby, you seen my wallet? I 
think I dropped it yesterday when I 
was being strong-armed by the bee 
guy.

Walter feels his pockets and yells out the window.

WALTER
Nope, sorry.

STEVE
Ah, that’s too bad. I’ve got some 
supplies I need at the hardware 
store.

WALTER
The hardware store?

STEVE
I’m fixing up my tree house.

WALTER
Your tree house?

Walter chuckles.

STEVE
Hey, Welby, you live in a barn.

Walter stops laughing.

WALTER
Oh, right. I tell you what, 
Recipient. If you drive, I’ll buy, 
within reason of course. No funny 
stuff.

STEVE
I’ve changed, Welby. I’m going to 
try a little hard work.

WALTER
Really?

STEVE
They say it works, what do I have 
to lose.

WALTER
Okay, let me put my invention away 
and I’ll be right down, Steve.
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Steve’s eyes widen.

STEVE
You’re working on a new invention?

WALTER
Yep, it’s top secret though.

STEVE
Top secret huh? I know a little 
something about top secret.

Walter is suspicious.

WALTER
I’ll be right down.

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - CONTINUOUS

Walter climbs into Steve’s car and the SUV drives away.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - STEVE’S SUV - CONTINUOUS

Steve drives, Walter sits in the passenger seat. Both are 
uncomfortable.

STEVE
Maybe I can help you on your new 
invention.

WALTER
Maybe.

(pause)
How’s your tree house coming?

STEVE
It’s okay.

(excited)
We’ve got monkeys!

Steve smiles and drives.

WALTER
My lab is huge.

STEVE
Bridgette got a job.
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WALTER
Yeah? Wynonna got one too.

They stare straight ahead as the car continues down the road 
and pulls into the hardware store.

STEVE
If I knew what you were building, I 
could help you find the parts.

Walter looks at Steve suspiciously.

WALTER
Alright. I call it the Willie and 
Wanda Finder.

STEVE
Sounds simple.

WALTER
Actually it’s a very complicated 
design. I’ll need a lot of copper 
wire and a few nine volts. What 
about your project?

STEVE
A lot of rope.

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - SCHOOL - AFTERNOON

Willie sits outside at a lunch table. His lunch sits on a 
tray, partially eaten and pushed to the side. In front of him 
is his laptop, he has it open and types on it.

A small timid boy, WINSTON, 8, sits on the bench next to 
Willie. Winston eats an apple and stares at Willie, who types 
on his computer, and looks at Winston often.  Willie stops 
and closes his laptop.  Winston speaks with a lisp.

WINSTON
Why’d you do that?

WILLIE
You were staring at me. It made me 
nervous.

WINSTON
I don’t like to talk.

WILLIE
Why? People gotta talk don’t they?
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WINSTON
Kids make fun of me when I talk.

WILLIE
Kids teased me at my last school.

WINSTON
Why? I think you’re really cool.

Willie gasps and then smiles at Winston.

WILLIE
What are you good at, Winston?

WINSTON
Here, hold this and watch!

Winston runs around the playground. He starts out slow then 
goes very fast.  Winston returns to the lunch table.

WILLIE
I don’t think I’ve ever seen 
anybody run that fast.

WINSTON
That’s usually what I do when the 
big kids tease me. I run away.

WILLIE
When the kids tease me, usually 
Wilbur chases them away.

WINSTON
Who’s Wilbur?

WILLIE
He’s my best friend.

Winston is suddenly sad. He frowns and looks at the ground.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
What’s wrong.

WINSTON
I was hoping we were best friends.

Willie laughs.

WILLIE
Wilbur’s my dog, Winston. You can 
be my best human friend.

Winston suddenly cheers up.
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WINSTON
I have a dog too, his name’s Wiley 
G. Have you been to Dog World yet?

Winston suddenly puts his hands over his mouth.

WILLIE
You know about dog world?

WINSTON
Sure. All the kids here know about 
Dog World. Just not the grown ups.

They both laugh, as the lunch bell rings.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - SCHOOL - LATER

In a classroom, Wanda sings in a choir. Her voice is 
beautiful, but a tomboyish girl, JUNE JUNE, 11, has a strong 
voice that overpowers all the kids in class.  The TEACHER, 
who conducts the choir, stops the kids as the bell rings.

TEACHER
Thank you all. Excellent job, as 
always, June June.

June Junes walks to Wanda, as she gathers her books.

JUNE JUNE
You’re new here, aren’t you?

WANDA
Yeah.

JUNE JUNE
You have an incredible voice.  It 
must be your gift.

WANDA
I’d say your voice was a gift.

JUNE JUNE
No, my gift is for fixing things.

WANDA
The teacher thinks you’re great.

JUNE JUNE
You're awesome, you just need more 
practice. 
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My mom leads the gospel choir here 
in town. She’s always looking for 
new talent.

WANDA
Really?

JUNE JUNE
I’ll talk to her and I’ll text you.

JUNE JUNE waves and walks off. Wanda smiles and walks off. 

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - ROAD - AFTERNOON

A school bus drives down a wooded country road. Willie 
watches out the window as Wilbur emerges from the woods and 
chases the bus.  Willie smiles and waves at Wilbur. 

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The school bus stops by the mailbox outside the Welby’s barn. 
Willie jumps off the bus and Winston yells out of the window.

WINSTON
See you later, best friend!

Willie smiles and waves.  Wanda walks behind Willie and the 
dogs. She sees and hears Willie talk to Wilbur.

WANDA
Do they talk back, Willie?

Willie stops and turns around.

WILLIE
Yeah, they do - in Dog World.

WANDA
Whatever.

They all walk.  Willie talks to Wilbur and then stops and 
turns back to Wanda.

WILLIE
Wilbur says you can come with us.

WANDA
Oh, really? Is your magic carpet 
taking us there?
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WILLIE
I know somebody who can help you. I 
have connections.

WANDA
(sarcastic)

In Dog World, right?

WILLIE
Yes, in Dog World.

Wanda rolls her eyes in frustration.

WANDA
Whatever, take me to Dog World.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Willie, Wanda and Wilbur stand in front of the painting in 
the doghouse. Wilbur pushes Wanda with his nose.

WANDA
What? All I see is a dumb painting.

Wilbur barks.

WILLIE
He wants you to go.

WANDA
Go where?

WILLIE
Into the painting.

WANDA
You can’t go into a painting.

WILLIE
Oh yeah? Watch!

Willie runs and jumps into the painting. Wilbur barks and 
then jumps into the painting after Willie.

WANDA
Oh my...!

She tentatively steps forward and touches the painting, it 
shimmers at her touch. She closes her eyes and steps into it.

CUT TO:
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INT. DOG WORLD - TELE-CANINESIS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Wanda steps out onto the walkway in Dog World.

WILLIE
See, I told you it was real.

WANDA
Oh my, does mom and dad know?

WILBUR
No, and you can’t tell them. Adults 
aren’t allowed.

Wanda stands and stares at Wilbur, her mouth open from shock.

WANDA
Wilbur?

WILLIE
He talks funny. Say something 
Wilbur.

WANDA
It’s okay boy, go ahead.

WILBUR
First of all, Ms. Welby, please 
refrain from addressing me as boy. 
Dog World may be different than 
anywhere you’ve ever been.

Wanda stands in shock.

WILLIE
Come on, you won’t believe it! Even 
Waldo’s here. He’s a comedian!

Willie grabs Wanda's hand and drags her into the Canine Cafe.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - DAY

Willie pulls Wanda into the cafe. It’s the afternoon and a 
FEW DOGS sit and drink coffee and eat biscotti.  Wanda walks 
around in amazement.  On the stage is Waldo.  He practices 
his act. Terri and Dobie watch him. At the table behind them 
is Scotty, Wiley G and CC Cool.
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WALDO
Why is it that in the human world 
dog food only comes in three 
flavors, Beef, Chicken and Pork?

Waldo holds a can of dog food.

WALDO (CONT’D)
No matter what they call it, it all 
tastes like cardboard.

Terri yells up from the floor.

TERRI
Waldo, I’m just not feeling it.

Waldo thinks for a minute.

WALDO
It all tastes like cardboard. They 
try to make it appetizing by mixing 
the flavors together and adding 
gravy, Chicken and Beef... in 
gravy. No matter what, it tastes 
like cardboard. Have you ever 
tasted cardboard gravy? What’s the 
deal with that?

Wanda laughs and Waldo notices her. As he does, he spills a 
bit of the juice from the dog food can onto the stage. He 
starts to walk toward Wanda and slips and falls.  Everyone in 
the audience screams out in laughter.  Terri walks to Waldo.

TERRI
I like it, kid. You’ve got yourself 
an agent.

Waldo lays on his back and smiles. Wanda walks up.

WANDA
Are you alright, Waldo?

WALDO
Wanda! You’re here! Don’t ask me to 
jump through any hoops for a week 
or so. At least I got an agent now.

WANDA
An agent? Like, for singers?

TERRI
That’s right. I rep singers also.
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Terri holds her paw out to Wanda.

TERRI (CONT’D)
Terri. You a singer?

WALDO
Is she ever! Wanda’s got the 
greatest voice in the world. The 
human world anyway.

WANDA
Naw, I’m not that good.

TERRI
We'll see about that. Dobie, could 
you and your brothers help me out?

DOBIE
Sure Terri! Come on boys!

Dobie walks up on the stage accompanied by his five brothers. 
They all pick up an instrument, guitar, or keyboard, and they 
start to sing.  Wanda and Terri smile.

TERRI
Why don’t you join ‘em. Let’s hear 
what you’ve got.

WANDA
Oh no, I really, no...

TERRI
Picture the audience in underwear.

Wanda, Willie and the dogs laugh.

WILLIE
Do it Wanda, please... for me.

Suddenly she snaps out of her shyness.

WANDA
Okay, I’ll do it, but only for you.

Willie beams with pride as Wanda runs and jumps on stage.  
Dobie throws her a microphone and she sings.  After a while 
Wilbur pulls Willie aside. He checks his watch.

WILBUR
Willie I have a surprise for you, 
we’ve got to go.
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WILLIE
But Wanda?

WALDO
I’ll stay here and guard her. She 
looks like she’s having fun.

Wanda sings and dances around, as Terri smiles and claps.

WILLIE
Okay.

Willie waves to Wanda and walks to the counter with Wilbur.

A DALMATION in a waiter’s apron carries a plate of schnitzel. 
He walks behind the counter and sets the plate at a pass-
through window, and pushes it to a SCHNAUZER in a Chef’s hat.

DALMATION
The Sheepdog at table four says his 
Schnitzel tastes like table scraps.

SCHNAUZER
Table scraps! TABLE SCRAPS! I’ve 
trained in the finest restaurants 
in the world and never!

He picks up a cleaver and heads for the door.  The waiter 
stops him.

DALMATION
Down boy! Remember the customer’s 
always right. Just add a little 
salt and I’ll take it back out. 
He's got so much hair over his eyes 
he won't know the difference.

The Schnauzer grumbles and puts the clever down and takes the 
plate. The Dalmation turns to Willie and Wilbur.

WILBUR
I’m looking for Great Dame.

DALMATION
You Wilbur?

WILBUR
Yes, and this is my boy, Willie.

DALMATION
You’re supposed to meet her at 
Whatta Wig. It’s on First and Bone.
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WILLIE
Huh?

DALMATION
Go down two blocks and make a 
right.

WILBUR
Thank you, sir.

DALMATION
Hey!

Wilbur stops and searches in his pocket.

DALMATION (CONT’D)
Your kid looks hungry.

He grabs a Biscotti off of his tray and hands it to Willie 
and smiles.

DALMATION (CONT’D)
He’s a cute little guy, isn’t he?

Willie smiles and Wilbur pulls a rawhide chew out of his 
pocket and tosses it to the Dalmation. He catches it in his 
teeth and walks on.  Wilbur and Willie head to the door of 
the cafe. From the shadows, steps Pugsy Malone. He pulls out 
a cell phone and calls Germie.

PUGSY
Yeah, boss. Wilbur’s leaving the 
cafe now with the kid.

(beat)
Sure, I’ll stay on ‘em.

Pugsy exits the cafe.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - CONTINUOUS

Willie and Wilbur walk out of the Canine Cafe and onto a busy 
sidewalk. DOGS walk everywhere, some professional, some blue 
collar. Dogs drive cars, ride bicycles.  Wilbur and Willie 
walk across the street and pass a group of white, brown, 
black, and pink POODLES, as they walk down the street.  
Wilbur tips his hat.

WILBUR
Afternoon, ladies.
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The poodles giggle.  Willie and Wilbur cross the street and 
see the Whatta Wig Shoppe.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
Must be the place.

Wilbur opens the door and Willie walks into the wig shop.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - WHATTA WIG SHOPPE - CONTINUOUS

A bell rings, as Wilbur enters the shop. Great Dame has her 
back to the door. She wearS what he saw her in his dream in 
New York.  She hears the bell and turns around.

GREAT DAME
Welcome to...

She suddenly recognizes Wilbur.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
... Oh there you are Wilbur. Sorry 
I couldn’t meet you at the cafe, I 
had some business to take care of.

She looks down at Willie.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
This must be William.

WILLIE
Yes ma’am, but Wilbur’s the only 
one that calls me William, you can 
just say Willie.

Willie giggles and looks up at Wilbur.

GREAT DAME
And don't call me Ma’am. Dame will 
be fine, now that we’re friends.

Willie smiles then blushes when he sees Wilbur look at him.

WILLIE
Thank you, Dame.

WILBUR
So, now that introductions are out 
of the way, shall we go?

GREAT DAME
Sure, let me call my driver.
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WILBUR
Oh, we can take my car.

WILLIE
You have a car?

GREAT DAME
Great. Your car it is.

The three leave the Wig shop.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - CONTINUOUS

Willie, Wilbur and Great Dame walk out on the street. Dame 
locks the door to the wig shop and they walk up the street to 
an alley.

In the alleyway, they walk past a three-legged homeless dog, 
LEVON, a Dachshund. He stands on a crutch and holds a tin 
cup. Behind him in a dirty box sits his wife, a female 
POMERANIAN and four YOUNG PUPPIES.

LEVON
Help a dog down on his luck?

WILBUR
Absolutely.

Wilbur reaches into his pocket and fumbles around.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
It would be my pleasure.

He pulls out a rawhide bone and drops it into the cup.

LEVON
Very kind of you sir.

Willie remembers the Biscotti, and gets it from his pocket.

WILLIE
All I have is this Biscotti. But 
your family can have it.

Willie kneels down and one of the puppies runs over to him 
and smothers him with licks on his face.  Willie giggles.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
Wilbur, he reminds me of you when 
you were a puppy!
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GREAT DAME
Ahh.

Wilbur gets slightly embarrassed.

LEVON
You got yourself a good boy there.

The puppy gently grabs the biscotti, and hops off.

WILBUR
Thank you, sir, and so do you.

LEVON
Dog bless you, sir.

Willie stands up.

GREAT DAME
Come by the wig shop tomorrow.  
I’ve got some work for you. And 
bring your family along for lunch.

LEVON
Dog bless you!

Willie, Wilbur and Great Dame continue on. Levon yells out.

LEVON (CONT’D)
Dog bless!

Willie, Wilbur and Great Dame cross another street and see 
the Rolls Royce. They walk over to it.  Willie gets excited.

WILLIE
This is your car!

GREAT DAME
It’s a beautiful car, Wilbur.

WILBUR
Yes, I borrowed it from a friend.

WILLIE
That’s a good friend!

Wilbur opens the passenger door and Great Dame slides in.

CUT TO:
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INT. DOG WORLD - ROLLS ROYCE - CONTINUOUS

Great Dame runs her paws over the interior. Wilbur closes her 
door, Willie climbs in the back, and Wilbur gets in the 
driver’s seat.  Willie turns the key and slowly pulls away.

WILBUR
It’s been awhile since I did this.

GREAT DAME
Oh, Wilbur. Really?

Willie sticks his head up between the two front seats.

WILLIE
Dogs can’t drive in Other Wichita.

GREAT DAME
Well that’s discrimination.

WILLIE
I should start a club.

WILBUR
You mean a movement?

WILLIE
Sure.

WILBUR
I can see it now, Willie, bumper 
stickers saying “Let dogs drive!”

They all laugh and the car drives on.

GREAT DAME (V.O.)
What’s so funny?

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - CONTINUOUS

The Rolls Royce goes down the street.  From a side alley, 
steps out Pugsy Malone. He pulls out a cell phone and dials.

PUGSY
Yeah, Boss, they’re in a white 
Rolls, heading east on Old Yeller 
highway.

CUT TO:
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INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - WALTER’S LAB - CONTINUOUS

Walter and Steve work on the Willie-Wanda Finder, a large 
photo-type booth with a red curtain. A large antenna sticks 
out the top and next to the door is a digital control panel.  

Walter stands on a ladder and wraps copper wire around the 
antenna. Steve stands below him and holds a wire spool.

STEVE
Do you prefer nine or eleven gauge?

WALTER
I always like the stuff on sale.

STEVE
I hear that.

WALTER
You know what it’s like to be on a 
budget too, with the one income?

Steve shakes his head. Walter steps down from his ladder and 
notices Steve’s hair.

WALTER (CONT’D)
Is there something different about 
your hair?

STEVE
Yeah, I got a little trim.

Steve smiles and runs his hand through his hair.

STEVE (CONT’D)
Did you hear? Henry’s hardware will 
have a clearance sale on Saturday.

WALTER
We should definitely go.

STEVE
Definitely.

Steve and Walter hear a loud bang on the front door.  They 
walk over and answer the door.  It is Winston and Willie.

WINSTON
Can Willie play?

WALTER
The kids aren’t home yet.
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Steve looks at his watch.

STEVE
Walter, it’s 4:30.

WALTER
I haven’t seen the dogs either.

STEVE
We’d better fire up the machi ...

WALTER
You’re right Recipient.

Walter looks out the door and sees a school bus.  The words, 
“Betty G’s Traveling Gospel Choir” are painted on the side.  
June June, Wanda’s new friend hangs out the door and waves.

WINSTON
That’s my sister and my mom and her 
choir. I’ll send them out to look 
around for Willie and Wanda.

WALTER
Good thinking, Winston. Come on 
Steve, we’ve got work to do.

Steve and Walter turn, and head for the lab.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - REAL ESTATE OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Wynonna works on the computer and yawns. Madge walks in.

MADGE
Just about closing time, Wynonna. 
How are the Icelander’s doing?

WYNONNA
They’re on the highway and should 
be at the intersection any second.

MADGE
Good, we're right on schedule.

WYNONNA
So, I set the tornado transport 
timer to auto.

Wynonna checks her watch.
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WYNONNA (CONT’D)
... And they should be up in the 
air right about... now.

MADGE
Wonderful! You’re a great travel 
agent. Better than a computer.

Wynonna smiles and brightens up at the sound of a helicopter.

MADGE (CONT’D)
Well that’s Buddy. We’d better go 
meet the new family.

Madge turns off the lights in the office and they walk out.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - ROLLS ROYCE - MOMENTS LATER

Wilbur drives through the city, past a theatre with posters 
of famous dog actors lining the walls. There are restaurants 
and clubs with long lines of dogs.

WILBUR
I didn’t realize how large of a 
place this was.

They drive past a group of dogs riding Segways around a park. 
Dogs play volleyball and picnic together.  The traffic slows 
down and as Wilbur he can see a road crew up ahead.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - PARK - CONTINUOUS

The road crew is made up of Clyde, Fluffy and Rusty.  The 
dogs are in orange vests and hold detour signs and radios.  
Rusty picks up his radio and talks into it.

RUSTY
The package has arrived.

GERMIE (V.O.)
Good, I want Wilbur and the boy 
gone.

RUSTY
Right, boss. They’re already gone.

Wilbur drives to the road crew and Clyde holds up a STOP 
sign.  Clyde walks up to car, Wilbur rolls the window down.
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CLYDE
The road’s closed. I need you to 
turn down that road.

Wilbur looks over and sees a long scary dirt road, tucked 
into mounds of bushes and shrubs.  The other cars on the road 
are instructed to make U turns and turn around by Rusty.

WILBUR
Where is everybody else going?

CLYDE
Somewhere else.  We’re taking you 
and your kid on a little detour.

Clyde moves off and joins Fluffy and Rusty.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - ROLLS ROYCE - CONTINUOUS

GREAT DAME
Wilbur, he’s one of Germie’s pack. 
Get us out of here.

WILLIE
I’m scared, Wilbur.

GREAT DAME
We won’t let anything happen.

WILBUR
This is what jealousy can lead to.

In front of the car all three of Germie’s dogs, Rusty, Clyde 
and Fluffy, are lined up.

GREAT DAME
Get us back to the cafe Wilbur.

WILBUR
No problem.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - ROAD - .CONTINUOUS

Wilbur quickly maneuvers the car and whips around between 
other cars and makes his way toward the cafe.

Rusty, Clyde and Fluffy toss their signs onto the ground and 
jump into a white pick-up truck and take chase after Wilbur. 
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The Rolls Royce whips down the streets of Dog World, the pick-
up truck chases after them.

On the side of the road sits a K-9 POLICE DOG, eating a 
doughnut and drinking coffee. He puts the doughnut up to his 
mouth and Wilbur’s car whips by. He shoves the doughnut in 
his face. He composes himself and goes to take a drink of his 
coffee. Just then Rusty, Clyde and Fluffy whiz by in the 
white truck.  The passing wind makes the Police dog spill his 
coffee.

K-9 POLICE DOG
Alright!

He puts his patrol car into DRIVE and chases the Pick-up.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - K-9 POLICE CAR - CONTINUOUS

K-9 Patrol car POV: Like a reality TV show shot in night 
vision we see the K-9 Police Dog drive the police car in 
pursuit of the white pick-up.  The theme music from Dogs On 
Patrol begins to play “Bad dogs, bad dogs, what’cha gonna 
do...” A NARRATOR begins to speak dramatically.

NARRATOR
In a world of over eight hundred 
recognized breeds, join the armed 
forces of the K-9 corps in Dogs on 
Patrol.

The white pick-up truck swerves, pulls off the road and the 
three dogs scatter and run away.  The cop stops, jumps out 
and runs in front of the car. A light from a helicopter 
shines down on the dogs as they run.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - ROAD - CONTINUOUS

In a city street, near the Canine Cafe, Scotty walks up to a 
newspaper machine and starts to look for change in his 
pocket.

Down the street, the Rolls Royce screeches around the corner 
and whizzes by Scotty.  It spins him around.

SCOTTY
Crimany! Slow it down, Wilbur.

He does a double-take.
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SCOTTY (CONT’D)
Wilbur! My car!

The car comes to a stop outside the cafe. Wilbur, Willie and 
Great Dame jump out of the car and run into the cafe.  Scotty 
runs on all fours toward the cafe.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur, Great Dame and Willie run into the cafe. Germie sits 
at the bar and slowly turns around.  The Dobie brothers and 
Wanda sit quietly in chairs near the stage.  The room is 
quiet.

GERMIE
Have a nice date?

Great Dame looks around and protectively grabs Willie.

GREAT DAME
Just let them go home and then 
we’ll talk okay, Germie?

GERMIE
Sorry, Nobody’s going home today. I 
disabled the portal. Seems some 
virus has gotten into the computer.

GREAT DAME
Germie! How could you?

Germie smiles and walks over to Dame.

GERMIE
Why aren’t you wearing your 
necklace, Dame?

She looks at Wilbur.

GREAT DAME
Uh, I didn’t want to take the 
chance of it getting stolen.

Germie grabs Willie’s arm, Great Dame pulls him away and runs 
off with him toward the Tele-Caninesis room.

GREAT DAME (CONT’D)
Come on, Wilbur!

WILBUR
What about Wanda?
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GREAT DAME
She’ll be fine. Dobie won’t let 
anything happen to her. Right now, 
we need to separate you and Germie. 
You’ll be safe in the portal room 
until I calm him down.

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Inside the Tele-Caninesis room, the door shuts on the three, 
and Germie locks it from the outside.

GERMIE
I’m calming down, Dame.

GREAT DAME
Germie. We need to talk. Please.

Willie sits at the main computer, starts to type.

WILLIE
I think I got it!

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Germie stands outside the locked doors of the Tele-Caninesis 
room. He yells to Great Dame through the doors.

GERMIE
Why do I like the sound of a dame 
begging?

Pugsy stands next to Germie, snickering.

GERMIE (CONT’D)
Okay, let me hear you say please.

He puts his head against the doors, but hears nothing.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - TELE-CANINESIS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Willie works feverishly on the computer.

WILLIE
Just need to enter one more thing.
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WILBUR
Well, Dame? Is it Germie or me? 
Keep in mind that I can’t buy you 
diamonds.

GREAT DAME
This is a very difficult situation.

WILBUR
I see.

GERMIE (O.S.)
Well, I don’t hear anything.

He frantically types and hits the enter key.

GREAT DAME
Sorry Wilbur, Germie I’m...

Wilbur, Willie and Great Dame disappear in an instant.

CUT TO:

EXT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Germie stands at the door waiting for her response.

GERMIE
I’m listening...

CUT TO:

EXT. KITTY HAWK - DAY

Willie, Wilbur and Great Dame are on a windy, cold field in 
North Carolina.  The dogs huddle together and look out at 
Orville and Wilbur Wright and a few other men who work around 
an airplane.  

From above comes a whirring sound. They look up as ROCKY 
descends, an old terrier in a leather helmet, goggles and a 
leather jacket. His tail acts as a propeller and he sets down 
next to Willie, Wilbur and Great Dame.

WILBUR
Sir, where are we?

ROCKY
You’re in the way. We’re about to 
make history.

GREAT DAME
Well!
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WILLIE
Wait a minute.

Willie looks at the two Wright brothers and the airplane.

WILLIE (CONT’D)
What day is it?

ROCKY
It’s Thursday. Where’s your  
jackets? You’ll freeze to death.

WILLIE
December 17, 1903.

ROCKY
Your name Einstein?

WILBUR
His name is William Welby.

Rocky looks over Wilbur.

ROCKY
You Einstein?

WILBUR
No. I’m Wilbur Welby.

ROCKY
More brothers huh? Well this kid 
named Einstein was supposed to 
show. He’s writing a school paper 
or something or other.

WILLIE
Wow!

ROCKY
You better clear the field, we 
don’t know if this is going to fly.

He motions for them to move back.

ROCKY (CONT’D)
Personally I’d do it the old 
fashioned way, but I guess when you 
don’t have a tail, you gotta make a 
machine that will do it for you.

Rocky walks toward the plane and the Wright brothers.
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ROCKY (CONT’D)
To the left! You’ve got to 
compensate for the wind Orville!

Wilbur, Willie and Great Dame huddle together in the cold.

WILBUR
Willie, this isn’t Other Wichita.

GREAT DAME
And we’re 100 years off.

WILLIE
My calculations made it possible to 
go anywhere. When I put in your 
name, Wilbur, and our address in 
Other Wichita, my birthday, shoe 
size, lucky number and the wind 
speed, we ended up here.

GREAT DAME
Some of Dog World’s greatest 
scientists have been working on 
this for years. You’re a genius!

WILBUR
What about getting us back 
William?.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - WALTER’S LAB - CONTINUOUS

Walter works, as Steve hands him tool after tool.

WALTER
I think it’s ready. Let’s hope this 
works. Wynonna’s going to be really 
mad at me if the kids disappeared.

STEVE
Well, let’s not let that happen 
pal, let’s bring Wanda and Willie 
home!

Walter takes the plug and goes toward the outlet with it and 
then stops.  He remembers the accident in New York.

WALTER
Why don’t you do the honors.
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STEVE
Really?

WALTER
Sure why not?

Walter looks over Steve’s back as he plugs it into the wall.  
Steve looks up at Walter.

STEVE
There you go.

WALTER
Okay, I’ll fire her up. I have to 
tell you, my inventions up to this 
point aren't, well, successful.

Steve pats him on the back.

STEVE
It’s okay Walter. You have to make 
mistakes, sometimes to succeed.

WALTER
Thanks pal. I was just waiting for 
the right partner to come along.

STEVE
Well partner, let’s fire her up!

Walter goes to the control panel and starts to enter names 
and numbers. At last he flips a large switch. The machine 
begins to rumble and the house lights dim and flicker.

WINSTON
Is that thing safe?

WALTER
Well, in theory...

A wind picks up in the room. Loose papers and household 
objects picked up by the wind fly around the booth. A red 
light starts to flash on top of the booth, loud sirens sound 
off. Steve has to yell to Walter to be heard.

STEVE
What’s that?

WALTER
The locator beacon! It’s found 
Willie and Wanda!

CUT TO:
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INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Wanda is with Dobie brothers, Terri and Waldo as they talk.

DOBIE
So then, back in seventy-three I 
had the operation and well, my 
voice changed, the rest is history.

Wanda shivers from a strange thought and shakes it off.

WANDA
What’s happening?

TERRI
Your starting to disappear!

WALDO
Wanda! Take me with you!

Static and sparks run through Wanda.

WANDA
Hey, that tickles!

Then suddenly with a loud pop! Wanda disappears.

CUT TO:

EXT. KITTY HAWK - MOMENTS LATER

Willie stands and shivers. Wilbur tries to shield him and 
Great Dame from the cold wind.

WILLIE
Wilbur, something’s happening to 
me!

Wilbur and Great Dame watch Willie start to fade. Static runs 
over his clothes.  Then, with a pop, he disappears.  Wilbur 
and Great Dame look at each other in surprise and then turn 
to see the Wright brothers' plane take off.

WILBUR
Fascinating!

GREAT DAME
Amazing!

CUT TO:
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INT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - WALTER’S LAB - CONTINUOUS

The red light on the booth goes off. The house lights go on.

WALTER
Well, that’s never happened before! 
I told you it might not work.

Suddenly the curtain is pulled back and Wanda and Willie jump 
out of the Willie Wanda Finder booth.

WILLIE
Dad!

WANDA
Dad!

WILLIE
Oh, hello, Mr. Recipient.

WALTER
No, no, kids, Steve and I are 
buddies now. He helped me with this 
machine that brought you two home. 
I’ll forever be indebted to him.

STEVE
Gosh, Walter, that’s too much. I’m 
glad to see your kids home safe.

Steve reluctantly pats Willie on the head.

WINSTON
So can you play now, Willie? Where 
were you, anyway?

Willie and Winston run out of the room.

WALTER
Now don’t wander off again!

STEVE
Those darn kids.

Wanda just stands there, looking questionably at Steve.

STEVE (CONT’D)
What?

WANDA
Whatever.

Wynonna pokes her head into the room.
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WYNONNA
Hi, honey, I’m home, everything go 
okay today?

WALTER
Just fine, dear.

Walter and Steve start to giggle under their breath.

WYNONNA
Great. Wanda, honey, there’s a bus 
load of people parked out front 
waiting for you. Some lady named 
Betty G and her traveling choir?

WANDA
June June’s mother!

Wanda takes off out of the room.

CUT TO:

INT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Willie and Winston run into the doghouse.

WILLIE
Great Dame and Wilbur are trapped 
at Kitty Hawk, with the Wright 
brothers!

WINSTON
Who, where?

WILLIE
Waldo’s still at the Canine Cafe.

WINSTON
That’s where my dog, Wiley G, hangs 
out!

WILLIE
I’ve got to get back to the 
computer in the Tele-Caninesis 
room. It’s the only way to save 
Wilbur and Dame. Can you come with 
me? I could use your help.

Winston looks out of the dog house door and sees the choir 
unload in front of the barn.

WINSTON
Sure. Let’s go!
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Willie and Winston jump into the painting and disappear.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - CANINE CAFE - CONTINUOUS

Willie and Winston walk out of the sphere into the Tele-
Caninesis room.  They walk up to the door and put their ears 
to it.  Germie is still talking on the other side.

GERMIE
I always knew you were my dame, and 
even though you threw me out of Dog 
World once before, I forgive you.

(beat)
Now, come on out. You can come with 
me to drop off Wilbur and the kid 
off at the pound.

Willie makes a horrified face.

WINSTON
Not at the pound!

WILLIE
Don’t worry. I’ve got an idea.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - TELE-CANINESIS ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Winston imitates a woman’s voice.

WINSTON
I’m sorry Germie, but you’ll have 
to come in and get me.

Germie walks through the door slowly and doesn’t see anyone.

GERMIE
Dame? Babe? Where are you?

WINSTON
Here, in the portal, come get me.

Germie walks hesitantly toward the portal. 

GERMIE
Why don’t you come out here dame?

Willie slams the doors from the inside which traps Germie in.
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WINSTON
Come over here you big dumb dog!

Winston jumps out of the shadow.  Germie growls at Winston as 
Willie jumps on the computer and starts to frantically type.

WINSTON (CONT’D)
You’re breath stinks and you can’t 
run as fast as I can you meanie!

Winston takes off through the portal, and Germie follows.

WINSTON (CONT’D ( (V.O.)
See you back at the barn, Willie!

Germie and Winston disappear.

CUT TO:

EXT. KITTY HAWK - CONTINUOUS

Wilbur and Great Dame stand and shiver in the cold.

GREAT DAME
You sure your boy’s coming for us?

WILBUR
As sure as I ever was of anything.

GREAT DAME
You got a lot of faith in the kid.

WILBUR
Humans can be great. Ever have one?

GREAT DAME
Long ago. You know, they love you 
when you’re young, but then things 
change, especially with me.  Well, 
now I have a home in Dog World.

WILBUR
I’m sorry to hear that.

Dame and Wilbur smile.  Across the airfield they see the 
press gather and take photos of the Wright Brothers and 
airplane.  Winston runs from behind the press and no one 
notices. Germie pants and jogs behind him.

From a hanger behind Wilbur and Great Dame, Willie appears 
and walks out.
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WILLIE
Anyone need a ride?

He giggles. Wilbur is very happy to see him.

WILBUR
Willie!

GREAT DAME
Well look who made it back.

WILBUR
I told you Willie would be back. 

WILLIE
I fixed the computers and wrote a 
new program so we can travel 
anywhere, any time!

GREAT DAME
I would like that.

WILBUR
Really?

She nods and then grabs her arms.

GREAT DAME
Let’s get back to warmer weather!

They all turn and follow Willie into the hanger.

CUT TO:

INT. DOG WORLD - TELE-CANINESIS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

They walk out of the sphere into the room, the double doors 
are open and all the DOGS in the entire cafe stand and wait 
for the three to come back.  Cheers as they enter.

WILLIE
Wilbur, we have to get back to the 
lab and get Winston back home.  I 
need you. It takes two to get the 
Willie- Wanda Finder to work.

Dame walks back into the cafe.

WILBUR
Dame? Will you come back to Other 
Wichita with us? Or maybe come to 
for dinner sometime?
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GREAT DAME
Sure I will, but first I have a 
diamond necklace to liquidate.

Willie and Wilbur turn to leave and Willie turns again as he 
remembers Waldo.

WILLIE
Waldo? Will you be home?

WALDO
Yep. Can I bring a few friends?

WILLIE
I guess so.

Willie and Wilbur turn and disappear into the sphere.

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - DOG HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Bridgette walks around and looks at the dog house. She holds 
a KID on each hip and FIVE follow behind her.

BRIDGETTE
Steve? Are you in there? I brought 
some work home. 

She smiles and the kids smile back.  Willie and Wilbur run 
out of the dog house to the barn.  Bridgette jumps back.

At the side of the barn, the choir has gathered, with June 
June, Betty G, Madge, Wynonna, Buddy and a lot of the 
NEIGHBORS.  Noticeably absent are any dogs.  Willie and 
Wilbur run right past everyone as Wanda sings gospel songs. 
FIREFLIES sparkle around her. 

CUT TO:

EXT. OTHER WICHITA - WELBY’S BARN - CONTINUOUS

Wanda and the choir sing.  Tons of DOGS come out the dog 
house. The Dobie Brothers bring their instruments.

WANDA
Hey it’s the famous Dobie Brothers! 
Come on up here and kick this up!

The Dobie’s run up on stage.  

Winston, Willie and Wilbur come out of the barn and see the 
party.  
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The kids run off into the crowd after they see friends.  
Wilbur just stands there. 

Great Dane emerges from his dog house and misses Great Dame.  
Wilbur barks and runs to her. She runs to him and they bite, 
play and run in the open field. Just like in Wilbur’s dream.

Back at the party Wynonna walks up to Bridgette, Steve and 
Walter with the new FAMILY FROM ICELAND.

WYNONNA
These are the Helgasons from 
Reykjavik, Iceland. They’re new to 
Other Wichita.

MR. HELGASON
Hvar ert við?

WALTER
Why yes, I’ll take a pair.

Walter and Steve laugh at their inside joke.  

The camera pulls up and away showing the happy festivities 
below.

INTERCUT images as Wilbur begins to narrate.

Willie on the computer in the Tele-Caninesis room, 
frantically types to rescue Wilbur and Great Dame.

WILBUR (V.O.)
We all have gifts to share,

Madge and Buddy shake hands when they meet Walter and 
Wynonna.

WILBUR
A song to sing,

Bridgette with the kids on her hips, hang on to 4 more.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
Or a hand to lend.

Steve hangs from his tree house and hammers a board, MONKEYS 
hang by their tails onto Steve’s leg.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
Sometimes hard work is required.

Walter jumps up for joy, as his Willie Wanda Finder Works.
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WILBUR (CONT’D)
But it pays off in it’s own time.

The Welbys all jump around as the prize patrol shows up.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
The Welbys learned to never give up 
on their dreams and that as long as 
you keep hope alive, a brighter 
future isn’t too far off.

Wilbur, Great Dame and Willie smile and drive in the Rolls.

WILBUR (CONT’D)
As for me, well, somehow I think my 
adventure has just begun in a 
magical place called Dog World.

Wilber does not look back.  He waves goodbye with his paw.

FADE OUT:

THE END
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